National Jewish Health opened its doors in 1899 as a groundbreaking, free hospital for indigent tuberculosis patients. Throughout the 120 years since, National Jewish Health has continued to break new ground in its relentless pursuit of better diagnosis, treatment and prevention of respiratory and related diseases.
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Over the past decade, faculty and staff at National Jewish Health have helped drive tremendous advances in the care of respiratory and related diseases.

We conducted pivotal clinical trials that led to the first effective medications for idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Basic and translational research and clinical trials at National Jewish Health helped usher in a new generation of precision diagnosis and medications for severe asthma. Lung-cancer screening, rolled out over the past few years at National Jewish Health and across the nation, has saved thousands of lives through early detection. New genomic techniques developed at the Center for Genes, Environment and Health have opened whole new avenues of research into asthma, cystic fibrosis, COPD, lung repair and nontuberculous mycobacterial disease.

We know, however, that more can and must be done. Millions of patients around the world need better treatments, real cures and new ways to prevent respiratory and related diseases. That is why we are always pushing forward, advancing science and medicine to help patients live better lives. We are constantly Breaking New Ground, the theme of this year’s annual report.
Precision medicine — the right treatment for the right patient at the right time — has been a focus and goal of our institution for more than a decade. On the following page, you’ll see a story that features an extraordinary example of breaking new ground in precision medicine. Drs. Kanao Otsu and Amanda Goddard Grippen discovered an extremely rare genetic mutation that caused a confusing constellation of serious symptoms for patient Jennifer Gleason. Then they found an existing medication that addresses that exact mutation. Jennifer has responded terrifically.

Michael Wechsler, MD, and his colleagues in the PrecISE trial are further refining precision care of asthma patients with an innovative trial that lets each patient’s biology guide which of several experimental medications to try. The adaptive design then allows for modifications of the trial and medications tailored to the responses of individual patients.

In 1983, National Jewish Health speech therapist Florence Blager, PhD, broke new ground when she and her colleagues described vocal cord dysfunction for the first time in the New England Journal of Medicine. Now called exercise-induced laryngeal obstruction, or EILO, it is a terrifying closure of the vocal cords that blocks air from entering the lungs. In recent years, Tod Olin, MD, was frustrated at the difficulty of diagnosing and treating EILO, which can appear suddenly during strenuous exercise and disappear just as suddenly when a person stops. So, he developed an innovative technique for detecting the disorder during exercise, and, with his speech therapy colleagues, developed a medication-free treatment for the disorder.

We have also broken new ground in novel relationships and partnerships with Saint Joseph Hospital and SCL Health, The Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York, Jefferson Health in Philadelphia, Rocky Mountain Hospital for Children and Banner Health across the western United States. These collaborations leverage the strengths of these institutions and partners while bringing the unique National Jewish Health model of care to many more patients around the nation.

In a more literal sense, we are preparing to break new ground on the Center for Outpatient Health. Made possible by generous donors and in collaboration with our partners at Saint Joseph Hospital and SCL Health, this new building will help us meet the demand for our services that has grown so dramatically in recent years.

We hope you enjoy this annual report and share our sense of excitement at all the ways that National Jewish Health is breaking new ground.
After diagnosis and treatment at National Jewish Health, Jennifer Gleason (left) is once again able to take walks with her three children.
Rare Genetic Disorder Drives Precision Therapy

It got to the point that Jennifer Gleason’s 5-year-old daughter cried every time she had to leave her mother. Gleason, a single mother from Canyon, Texas, had been to so many doctors in so many cities, had so many operations and had been away from her three young children so much, that every parting felt traumatic.

What started as an out-of-the-blue seizure in 2017, progressed into a medical odyssey that included consultations with 16 different specialists; biopsies of her brain, lungs and bone marrow; and diagnoses ranging from stroke to cancer to immune deficiency.

In early 2018, Ms. Gleason’s breathing began declining rapidly. “I could hardly breathe. I could do nothing with my kids. I started feeling like I wasn’t going to be around for them.”

By the time she arrived at National Jewish Health, she had nodules throughout her lungs and a working diagnosis of common variable immune deficiency. While some symptoms and tests pointed to immune deficiency, others did not.

“Her story just didn’t make sense,” said pulmonologist Gregory Cosgrove, MD, who saw Ms. Gleason first. So he consulted his allergy/immunology colleagues Kanao Otsu, MD, MPH, and fellow Amanda Grippen Goddard, DO, for an immunological evaluation.

Genetic sequencing of Ms. Gleason’s DNA, ordered by Drs. Otsu and Grippen Goddard, uncovered an extremely rare mutation to the CTLA-4 gene, which provided a much better explanation for her strange constellation of symptoms. The mutation causes a complex combination of both an overactive immune response and one lacking crucial elements to fight some infections.

Fortunately, there was a medication, abatacept, that was likely to work because it replaces the missing CTLA-4 protein. But abatacept is not approved for treating the CTLA-4 deficiency. Insurance companies were reluctant to pay for the expensive medication. Dr. Grippen Goddard marshalled all the relevant literature and spent hours on the phone convincing two insurance companies that the medication was worth it.

Finally, in March 2019, Ms. Gleason began therapy with abatacept. And it is already working. Her lung function is improving. The nodules in her lungs and elsewhere in her body are rapidly resolving. Her energy has returned.

“This has been an extraordinary case, a perfect example of precision medicine,” said Dr. Otsu. “We discovered the exact genetic defect that was causing her disease and were able to treat it with a medication targeted at the malfunctioning protein.”

“This has been a godsend for me,” said Ms. Gleason. “I have hope for the future. And, I can play with my children again.”
10% of adolescent athletes are affected by EILO.

Tod Olin, MD, has developed innovative techniques to diagnose and treat exercise-induced laryngeal obstruction (EILO).
Whenever Helena looks at a map of the United States, she looks at California and Arizona and thinks about unfinished business.

Helena, 16, was on a cross-country bicycle tour when she suffered a sudden scary shortness of breath that stopped her in her tracks on a hill in Arkansas. An asthma inhaler given to her at a local emergency department provided no relief. She tried to push through, but the breathing problems finally forced her to abandon the trip in New Mexico and return home to New York City.

After extensive testing in New York City showed she did not have asthma, her pulmonologist referred her to Tod Olin, MD, to be evaluated for exercise-induced laryngeal obstruction (EILO), formerly called vocal cord dysfunction. EILO occurs when the vocal cords involuntarily close, obstructing breathing and causing shortness of breath that can mimic asthma.

“EILO comes on suddenly, usually when a person is exercising strenuously, and can cause terrifying shortness of breath,” said Dr. Olin. “But it also can stop as soon as a person stops exercising, making it very challenging to diagnose.”

Over the last several years, Dr. Olin and his colleagues at National Jewish Health have developed innovative techniques to diagnose and treat EILO. He puts a flexible camera, a laryngoscope, through the nose and down a patient’s throat to observe the vocal cords, then has the patient exercise, usually on a stationary bicycle or treadmill, as hard as they can. When EILO symptoms appear, he can see the vocal cords closing.

In Denver, Dr. Olin diagnosed Helena with EILO. She found it tremendously helpful that she could see what was happening to her vocal cords when she was struggling to breathe. She also found it helpful to see her vocal cords as she practiced the Olin EILOBI Breathing Technique as she exercised. With breathing exercises keeping the vocal cords open, many patients can discontinue medications they had been taking for months or even years. After just a week at National Jewish Health, Helena was breathing better and increasing her exercise tolerance from just five to 10 minutes, to more than half an hour.

“He was so calm and patient,” said Helena. “He just kept working with me to teach me how to breathe.”

Dr. Olin is working hard not just to help patients, but also to get the word out about EILO. This past year, the Exercise and Performance Breathing Center moved into a new, dedicated space. Pulmonologist Mohammad Dalabih, MD, will join the center later this year to help diagnose and treat the hundreds of patients who come to the center from around the nation.

As Helena continues to increase her exercise capacity, she thinks more and more about taking care of that unfinished business in Arizona and California.
Soon after 8-year-old Remy Escala began having terrible episodes of breathlessness and coughing up “stones,” his mother, Angela Lujan, knew what she had to do.

“We’re not messing around. We are going to the best,” she told her family. To Angela Lujan, the best meant National Jewish Health, which had already saved the life of one family member.

Several years before, Lujan’s partner, David Espinosa, had been suffering mysterious symptoms that several physicians could not diagnose. His skin had changed color in places and had become stiff and tight. He had an intense cough, trouble breathing, stiffness in his hands and severe fatigue, among other problems. A dermatologist told him it was nothing to worry about, but Angela and David’s mother kept after him until he made an appointment at National Jewish Health. Rheumatologist Mehrnaz Maleki, MD, and pulmonologist Amy Olson, MD, evaluated David thoroughly and settled on a diagnosis of scleroderma.

“Drs. Maleki and Olson were so thorough,” said Espinosa. “They did a full-blown array of tests that allowed them to really understand what was going on in my body.”

Drs. Maleki and Olson then prescribed an intense treatment regimen, including chemotherapy, that now has Espinosa’s life-threatening condition in remission.

One night soon after David’s scleroderma went into remission, Remy rushed out of a restaurant in terror, panicked and crying, “I can’t breathe. I need to go to the hospital.” He had several more sudden attacks of breathlessness over the next two weeks and then began coughing up what seemed like small stones — hard BB-sized balls of an unknown substance. The attacks were becoming more and more frequent.

With one lifesaving experience behind them, they turned once again to National Jewish Health. This time, Pamela Zeitlin, MD, chair of the Silverstein Department of Pediatrics, saw Remy.

“We will get to the bottom of this,” Dr. Zeitlin assured Remy and his mother during their first visit. “We are going to figure this out.”

They ran extensive tests of lung function, allergies and anything else that might shed light on Remy’s breathing problems. Dr. Zeitlin sent one of the stones off to the laboratory for analysis.

“You guys were phenomenal,” said Lujan. “She really checked him out.”

In the end, the stone was the key to a diagnosis. The laboratory reported that it was actually a small bit of bacteria surrounded by mucus that had dried out and become very hard. That confirmed Dr. Zeitlin’s suspicion that Remy was suffering from a specific form of asthma in which the mucus blocking his smallest airways was plastic-like and contributing to his chest pains.

Dr. Zeitlin prescribed an inhaled steroid used for asthma and his attacks stopped completely.

“Twice your doctors have gotten to the bottom of mysteries others could not solve,” said Lujan. “We are twice blessed and thankful to National Jewish Health every day.”
Successful treatment of David Espinosa’s scleroderma inspired a return to National Jewish Health when 8-year-old Remy developed frightening episodes of breathlessness.
Ayuana and Cecil Thompson participated in clinical trials that helped researchers at National Jewish Health identify asthma treatments that work best for African American children.
Asthma Research Advances
Personalized Care

Asthma is a tremendously variable disease with causes, symptoms and response to medications often differing from one patient to the next. Some experts have suggested that asthma is really several different diseases masquerading as one.

“Everyone’s asthma is a little different,” said Michael Wechsler, MD, director of the Cohen Family Asthma Institute. “We need to individualize therapy for each patient.”

National Jewish Health has been at the forefront of precision medicine for asthma — delivering the right medication to the right person at the right time. Four new medications aimed at specific subsets of patients have come to market in the past four years. They have dramatically reduced hospitalizations and emergency room visits for severe asthma patients. Basic and translational research at National Jewish Health helped reveal the disease mechanisms targeted by these medications. Pivotal clinical trials of all the medications were conducted at National Jewish Health.

Researchers continue to identify and characterize subgroups of asthma patients who could benefit from precision therapies. Two studies published recently in the prestigious New England Journal of Medicine identified two such subgroups. In one study, Dr. Wechsler; Ronina Covar, MD, director of the Pediatric Severe Asthma Clinic; and their colleagues showed that patients with low numbers of cells called eosinophils in their airways responded poorly to standard therapy with inhaled steroids, suggesting new alternatives to inhaled corticosteroids need to be found. In another study, Drs. Wechsler, Covar and pediatric pulmonologist Tod Olin, MD, showed that black children with asthma responded differently to medications than did black adults, white children and white adults, suggesting different strategies for treating them.

An innovative, $60 million study, just beginning at National Jewish Health and other centers around the world, will use an adaptive design to evaluate several medications not typically used for asthma. The Precision Interventions for Severe and/or Exacerbation-Prone Asthma Network (PrecISE) study will identify subsets of asthma patients based on the biology of their disease. The researchers will choose a medication they believe will address the biological problem causing asthma symptoms. Several weeks into the intervention, they will evaluate success of the treatment. If the first medication is not working well, the researchers will shift the patient to another medication and another if that does not work, until they find the right medication for the right patient.

“We think so differently about asthma than we did just a few years ago,” said Dr. Wechsler. “We are making tremendous progress identifying variations in asthma and how to treat them.”
National Jewish Health researchers conduct basic, translational and clinical research that advances the frontiers of science and medicine, publishing more than 400 peer-reviewed scientific journal articles every year. Below are samples of groundbreaking research conducted by National Jewish Health.

**Severe Silicosis Discovered in Stonecutters**

Engineered stone, made of ground quartz and resin, has become a very popular material for kitchen countertops. Cecile Rose, MD, MPH, reported in the *Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report* that workers who form, cut and polish the material risk developing severe silicosis.

Silicosis is an incurable, potentially fatal lung disease caused by inhaling particles of crystalline silica. Engineered stone contains up to 90 percent silica, compared to less than 45 percent in granite.

After seeing several silicosis patients, Dr. Rose reviewed patient files and discovered seven recent cases of silicosis among engineered stone workers in her practice. Public health officials in several other states have identified 11 more cases.

“There may be thousands of silicosis cases among workers in the engineered-stone industry,” said Dr. Rose. “We urgently need to identify workers at risk and reduce their exposure to silica dust.”

**Lung Scarring Responds to Medication**

Kevin K. Brown, MD, and colleagues have found that nintedanib, a medication approved for the treatment of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, slows the decline in lung function among patients with a broad range of scarring lung diseases. Many more people may benefit from nintedanib than are currently approved for treatment.

“Our findings indicate that all the different progressive, scarring interstitial lung diseases share scarring mechanisms and may respond to the same treatments,” said Dr. Brown. “This gives us further insight into pulmonary fibrosis and will help accelerate our search for new, more effective therapies in the future.”
Researchers Seek Root Causes of Asthma

The National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute has awarded researchers at National Jewish Health and other institutions a $10 million, five-year grant to follow 4,000 children in Puerto Rico from birth through 3-years-of-age to help understand the root causes of asthma.

The researchers will take advantage of novel genetic techniques and strategies developed at National Jewish Health to observe changes in the airways that occur as asthma develops.

“This is an extraordinary opportunity to understand how asthma develops,” said Max Seibold, PhD, associate professor in the Center for Genes, Environment and Health. “By monitoring genes, viral infections and the changing function of the airways, we will gain unprecedented insight into the causes of asthma.”

Puerto Rico is an especially rich environment to study asthma, because prevalence and deaths from the disease there are among the highest in the world. The researchers anticipate that a significant portion of infants in the study will develop the disease. Dr. Seibold is collaborating with researchers at the University of California, San Francisco, and Centro Neumología Pediátrica in Puerto Rico, who have cared for asthma patients in Puerto Rico for close to 20 years.

The researchers hope their discoveries will lead to biomarkers that predict disease outcomes and the development of therapeutics for early intervention and prevention of disease.
Infants and children who develop eczema have an increased risk of developing food allergies. Donald Leung, MD, PhD, and his colleagues discovered markers in the skin that identify eczema patients likely to develop food allergies. Personalized treatments for those patients might help prevent food allergies.

Eczema, also known as atopic dermatitis, is characterized by dry, itchy and cracked skin.

“The skin of atopic dermatitis patients loses water and dries out,” said Dr. Leung. “It can crack like potato chips.” Increasing evidence indicates that when food particles enter those cracks, they can promote the development of food allergies. Dr. Leung and his colleagues found that the skin of children with atopic dermatitis who later develop food allergies lacks structural proteins needed to retain moisture, and these children also have active genes associated with allergic diseases.

“The skin of atopic dermatitis patients with food allergies shows clear markers of a predisposition to allergic diseases and a faulty skin barrier,” said Dr. Leung, head of Pediatric Allergy/Immunology at National Jewish Health for Kids. “They suggest that personalized treatment of these children may reduce the risk of developing both atopic dermatitis and food allergies.”

Researchers led by John Kappler, PhD, and Shaodong Dai, PhD, have identified an elusive trigger of type 1 diabetes. The research solves a long-standing mystery about the specific molecule that triggers many cases of type 1 diabetes.

The researchers showed that a fragment of the insulin protein, known as B:14-22, activates pathogenic T cells to attack and destroy insulin-producing beta cells in the pancreas. Lack of insulin is a hallmark of type 1 diabetes. The findings cap almost a decade of work by Drs. Kappler and Dai to definitively prove that the insulin fragment is an important trigger for type 1 diabetes.

“The recycling process inside beta cells produces many protein fragments that can activate pathogenic T cells,” said Dr. Kappler. “We have finally identified the precise target for T cells that cause type 1 diabetes and have identified a process that can produce those disease triggers.”
Reducing Inflammation in COPD

Most flare-ups of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are caused by viral or bacterial infections in the lungs. Inflammation associated with those infections worsens patients’ symptoms and can cause irreversible lung damage. Fabienne Gally, PhD, and her colleagues report that a protein known as FABP5 may be a key to reducing inflammation associated with respiratory infections.

Inflammation is a normal part of an infection; it occurs when disease-fighting cells flock to attack the infectious organisms. FABP5 levels normally increase during infections, but instead of increasing inflammation, FABP5 helps resolve and reduce inflammation as the immune response winds down.

The researchers showed that FABP5 levels are low in COPD patients’ lungs and that cigarette smoke reduces the cells’ ability to produce FABP5 when it is needed. Animals lacking FABP5 suffer greater inflammation during respiratory infections. Restoring cells’ ability to produce FABP5 reduced inflammation associated with bacterial infection. FABP5 may be an important target for reducing inflammation, symptoms and lung damage caused by respiratory infections in COPD patients.
NEW PROGRAM ADDRESSES TEEN VAPING EPIDEMIC

For the better part of two decades, National Jewish Health has been a leader in helping people quit smoking by operating tobacco-cessation quitlines for states across the nation. Now, the meteoric rise in popularity of electronic cigarettes, or vaping, has inspired experts at National Jewish Health to research and develop a program specifically for teens who want to quit tobacco and e-cigarettes.

Use of e-cigarettes among high school students has risen more than 10-fold since 2011. In 2018, more than 20 percent of high school students in the United States, 3 million of them, reported that they use e-cigarettes, with use increasing 36 percent in one year alone. While e-cigarettes do not expose users to tobacco smoke, hospitalizations of young people using e-cigarettes across the nation in late summer 2019 suggest there are unknown hazards to vaping. Experts do know that vaping exposes users to high doses of nicotine, an addictive chemical that can impact the developing brains of teens and increase chances of later tobacco use. Yet there are few resources available to help teens stop using e-cigarettes.

To address this concerning trend, tobacco-cessation experts at National Jewish Health reviewed the latest research literature, conducted focus groups with teen vapers and their parents, and consulted experts on teens’ health-related decision-making, their perceptions of risk and effective health communication. Equipped with that knowledge, they developed My Life, My Quit™, a program specifically for teens who want to stop using tobacco products, including electronic cigarettes.

“Our coaches are helping young people set goals for quitting and then talking about how to meet those goals, including managing the stress of nicotine withdrawal and triggers to use again,” said Thomas Ylioja, PhD, clinical director of Health Initiatives at National Jewish Health.

Teens can text or call a toll-free number (855.891.9989) dedicated specifically to teens, or visit the website (mylifemyquit.com) for real-time coaching. Teens work with a coach who listens and understands their unique needs, provides personalized support and helps them build a quit plan to become free from nicotine. Ten states across the country partnered with National Jewish Health to launch the program.

National Jewish Health provides evidence-based, comprehensive tobacco-cessation programs that offer personalized coaching, print and online resources. National Jewish Health currently operates the quitline for 16 states and numerous health plans. The program has helped thousands of adults quit using tobacco and has a nearly 40 percent participant quit rate, one of the highest quit rates in the country.
Research Explores Impact of E-Cigarettes

National Jewish Health faculty have been actively researching both the behavioral and biological aspects of vaping for several years. In 2014, Hong Wei Chu, MD, reported that e-cigarette vapor reduces the ability of lung cells to fight off viral infections. He has continued this line of research and a forthcoming paper will show that even nicotine-free e-cigarette vapor increases inflammation and mucus production in human lung tissue. Dr. Chu and Irina Petrache, MD, recently earned a four-year grant to further evaluate the effects of e-cigarette vapor on the immune system.

Russell Bowler, MD, PhD, reported that adult tobacco smokers often begin using e-cigarettes in hopes of reducing their tobacco use. He reported, however, that more often than not, they fail to do so. He is also examining the airways and lungs of people who vape THC, the active ingredient in marijuana, and a suspect in the recent outbreak of vaping-related illnesses.
Gerald Short and his wife, Mimi, relied on physicians and staff at National Jewish Health and Saint Joseph Hospital to treat his acute breathlessness.
Gerald Short was sitting at home in December 2017 when he started having difficulty breathing. “I couldn’t walk two steps without having to stop, rest and breathe really heavy,” said Short. He was rushed to his local hospital in Pueblo, Colorado.

His wife called his National Jewish Health pulmonologist, James Woodrow, MD, who told her to transfer Short immediately to Saint Joseph Hospital in Denver. National Jewish Health and Saint Joseph Hospital collaborate on a wide variety of programs through a joint operating agreement.

Fluid had built up in Short’s lungs, making it hard to breathe. His right heart was enlarged and not working properly. His heart was beating irregularly. Cardiologists at Saint Joseph Hospital gave Short medication to lower blood pressure and shocked his heart to stabilize its rhythm. “He had a lot of things going on,” said Saint Joseph Hospital Interventional Cardiologist Jake Chanin, MD. “We were dealing with his rapid heart rhythm, with pulmonary hypertension, heart failure and shortness of breath.”

For years, Short has seen Dr. Woodrow for his chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), but that was unlikely to be causing his new symptoms. Dr. Woodrow asked for additional tests.

“The real person who gets the gold star here is Dr. Woodrow because he thought about it and ordered a repeat echocardiogram,” said Patricia George, MD, director of the Pulmonary Hypertension Program at National Jewish Health. “His symptoms really seemed to be coming from pulmonary hypertension.”

Pulmonary hypertension is high blood pressure in the arteries of the lungs. This can cause the heart rhythm to become irregular, the right ventricle to become enlarged, fluid to build up in the chest and heart failure. It can be hard to diagnose because it often looks like other heart or lung conditions.

While there is no cure for pulmonary hypertension, it is treatable. The pulmonary hypertension program at National Jewish Health has grown significantly in recent years, with access to the most advanced therapies and a multidisciplinary team of cardiologists, rheumatologists, physical therapists, palliative care specialists and dietitians to manage the complex disease.

Short now sees Dr. George regularly to manage his pulmonary hypertension. “He is doing much better,” said Dr. George. Short’s breathing tests have improved significantly and he has nearly doubled the distance he can walk in six minutes.

Despite everything he’s been through, he called his time at Saint Joseph Hospital and National Jewish Health “nothing but a great experience.”
When National Jewish Health and Saint Joseph Hospital, a part of the SCL Health system, signed a joint operating agreement five years ago, their primary goals were to deliver patient-centered, innovative health care, medical education and training, and to advance medical science through research.

The past year has seen success in all of these areas. A new extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) program to care for the sickest pulmonary and cardiovascular patients was launched. The lung cancer program was named a Center of Excellence by the GO2 Foundation for Lung Cancer. In December 2018, Glen Hirsch, MD, began his tenure as chief of Cardiology and director of the Cardiovascular Service line for both organizations with ambitious plans to expand our cardiac programs.

The thoracic surgery team began performing robotic surgery that is less invasive and has shorter recovery time than traditional surgery. Saint Joseph Hospital became the second hospital in Colorado recognized for reducing sepsis mortality with certification by The Joint Commission for its sepsis program. And clinical research at the hospital continued to expand, as did continuing medical education for other health care providers.

Over the course of the year, both organizations were recognized for success and performance by respected organizations such as U.S. News & World Report. National Jewish Health was rated the #1 pulmonary hospital in the nation for the 18th year. Saint Joseph Hospital was named one of the top five hospitals in Colorado and Denver. It also was recognized as High Performing for abdominal aortic aneurysm repair, aortic valve surgery, heart bypass surgery, hip replacement, knee replacement and lung cancer surgery.
Collaborations with Mount Sinai in New York and Jefferson Health in Philadelphia have continued to grow, bringing the unique National Jewish Health model of care to patients around the nation and expanding our ability to affect outcomes and the quality of respiratory care.

Led by Charles Powell, MD, the Mount Sinai – National Jewish Health Respiratory Institute continues to grow in the number of patients served, the range of conditions treated and collaborative research. The opening in 2018 of a second completely renovated and updated location in Union Square in New York City significantly increased capacity to serve more patients with our comprehensive and collaborative model of care.

The Institute in New York also increased its capacity and expertise to help patients with nontuberculous mycobacterial infections and bronchiectasis with the addition of Sebastian Kurz, MD, a nationally recognized expert in the research and treatment of those conditions.

In the past year, Respiratory Institute faculty have published research findings on COPD, asthma and management of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis. Mount Sinai and National Jewish Health faculty continue to collaborate on research in those diseases.

In Philadelphia, the Jane and Leonard Korman Respiratory Institute Jefferson Health – National Jewish Health added faculty and staff, moved into a new space and established programs in several disciplines as operations continue to grow. Under the leadership of Jesse Roman, MD, nine new faculty, specializing in pulmonary medicine, allergy and immunology, and critical care, joined the Institute over the past year. The Institute also added a clinical research coordinator, seven medical assistants, two nurses, two nurse practitioners and an administrator. The Institute’s training program expanded to include 15 postgraduate fellows for a three-year accredited program.

New programs were established at the Respiratory Institute in Critical Care Medicine, Lung Cancer, Interventional Pulmonology, Hypertension, Asthma/Allergy, Interstitial Lung Disease and COPD. These new staff and programs moved into an expanded space, which allows for more extensive pulmonary testing and more clinical interactions.
National Jewish Health extends care across Colorado through key collaborations with Rocky Mountain Hospital for Children and the University of Colorado School of Medicine. Other relationships, including with Banner Health, are helping patients across the west.

Pediatric Collaboration

National Jewish Health for Kids provides diagnostic and treatment services at Rocky Mountain Hospital for Children for respiratory, allergic and immune system disorders. Our physicians also provide on-call pediatric consultations for emergency and inpatient needs at HealthOne locations across the Denver metro area.

In the past year, National Jewish Health for Kids physicians treated an increasing number of infants in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) at Rocky Mountain Hospital for Children and opened a formal post-NICU clinic for children on our campus. The two organizations are developing an aerodigestive program for premature babies whose immature digestive and pulmonary systems cause overlapping breathing and eating problems.

Advancing Academics

National Jewish Health and the University of Colorado School of Medicine collaborate in advancing knowledge through research collaboration and through training the next generation of research scientists and health professionals through their longstanding academic affiliation. National Jewish Health faculty, who all have academic appointments at the University, teach medical and graduate science classes at the University. Medical students, residents and postdoctoral fellows work in both clinics and laboratories throughout the institution.

Tele-ICU Serves Banner Health Patients Across the West

Acutely ill patients in intensive care units (ICUs) at 25 Banner Health hospitals across the west benefit from the expertise and care of National Jewish Health intensivists via the Tele-ICU program. From an office on the National Jewish Health campus, National Jewish Health intensivists use a suite of electronic resources to monitor seriously ill patients and provide guidance on their care. Banner has found that Tele-ICU technology improves care, saves lives and shortens ICU stays for patients.
GROWTH FUELS EXPANSION FOR MORE PATIENT CARE

Tremendous growth in demand for the specialty care provided by National Jewish Health has led to an urgent need for new clinical space to serve patients seeking care.

In 2019, National Jewish Health officially began preparations to build the new Center for Outpatient Health on the main Denver campus, a project that has been a part of the organization’s long-term strategic plan for growth.

National Jewish Health offers a unique care experience. Almost 30 percent of our patient revenues come from outside Colorado, and these patients present with some of the most complicated and devastating diseases, often having already seen multiple physicians. Our multidisciplinary care, where all specialties interact under one “roof” with the patient at the center, is key to our success in helping these patients through their difficult illnesses.

The National Jewish Health Center for Outpatient Health will provide the setting to support advanced diagnostic and treatment programs for patients. The five-story, 230,000-square-foot building will feature a stunning brick-and-glass exterior. When stepping inside, patients will walk into a welcoming and open two-story atrium. As happens now, a friendly face will greet patients and direct them to their destinations from a centrally located concierge station.

More than 100 new state-of-the-art exam rooms will be included in the new building. Physicians, nurses and staff will continue to work across specialties and come together as a team with the patient at the center, the hallmark of our patient care model. Patients and their families will visit specialists, receive treatments and undergo procedures with an ease and comfort not often delivered in today’s health care environment.

A three-story parking garage with more than 250 spaces will be situated under a portion of the building. More than 100 surface parking spaces will be located outside, adjacent to the building. Construction details and permits are being finalized, with groundbreaking expected to happen near the end of 2019.
Comprehensive Campaign Lays Groundwork for Future

Visionary Supporters Are Key to Success

From across the nation, supporters have given generously to The Comprehensive Campaign for National Jewish Health: We Never Say Never®. The Campaign is funding a variety of initiatives vital to our future success and leadership in the field of medicine.

The Comprehensive Campaign grew out of our 10-Year Strategic Plan: The Decade of Innovation, and has made a difference every step of the way.

To date, the Comprehensive Campaign has raised an unprecedented $255 million in private philanthropy. One of the key recipients of funds has been the Center for Outpatient Health with the Comprehensive Campaign providing the foundational funding to enable the project to move forward. Equally key have been investments in recruiting and retaining renown physicians and scientists for our faculty, a critical component for our care, research and education missions. Annual research investments have also been significantly enhanced thanks to the funding provided through the Comprehensive Campaign. Additional support continues to secure the future for National Jewish Health and the patients around the world that we serve.

“We are immensely grateful for our community of supporters in Colorado and around the nation for their investment in the future of the institution and our work,” said Michael Salem, MD, president and CEO of National Jewish Health. “They are true philanthropic visionaries who have the bold foresight to imagine a world free from the devastating diseases we face.”
Fiscal year 2019 was a strong year for National Jewish Health with ongoing financial success. Net patient service revenue grew 5 percent to $148 million. Demand for our unique, patient-centered approach continues to exceed our capacity.

Accordingly, a significant focus during the year was on expanding availability for patients with the recruitment of new providers in cardiology, pulmonology, gastroenterology, infectious disease and pediatrics.

Though we practice at over 25 locations in Colorado, expansion is only possible on our main campus with the addition of clinic space. During the year, we worked with our partners at SCL Health to finance the new Center for Outpatient Health, which will significantly increase our clinical footprint providing more exam rooms, a state-of-the-art infusion center and allowing for the expansion of our diagnostic services. The Board of Directors from both National Jewish Health and SCL Health approved a financing mechanism, allowing National Jewish Health to access the bond markets with a guarantee from SCL Health. This financing augments the generous gifts given to our Comprehensive Campaign and enables us to build this much needed facility earlier than would otherwise be possible. We closed on this financing in October 2019.

A primary focus of our strategic plan has been the development of new programs and revenue sources. One of these new revenue streams is the expansion of pharmacy access for our patients around the country, including specialty pharmacies. This revenue stream provided $23.6 million in gross revenues in 2019.

Our Respiratory Institutes® around the country continue to exceed expectations with a new site and additional programs. Revenues from joint ventures decreased from 2018, as a result of the strong performance of the National Jewish Health stand-alone clinical programs.

National Jewish Health continues to expand and diversify our research portfolio. Grant revenue increased over 10 percent. With the help of our dedicated donors, development raised $24 million. This represents a decline of $9.5 million over 2018, which was the highest ever due to one very generous gift. The investment markets were tumultuous during the year but, due to the National Jewish Health diversified portfolio, investment revenues ended the year only $1.9 million lower than in 2018. Overall, total revenues were more than $16 million higher than in the prior year.

Larry Silverstein
Treasurer
## Consolidated Statements of Activities (millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Revenues, Gains and Other Support</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net Patient Service Revenue</td>
<td>$148.0</td>
<td>$141.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Initiatives Revenue</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue from Affiliates</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant Revenue</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Returns</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Income</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenues</strong></td>
<td><strong>$296.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>$278.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expenses</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Services</td>
<td>$103.9</td>
<td>$ 98.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Services</td>
<td>108.5</td>
<td>92.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Services</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin, Fiscal and Support Services</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund Development</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Expenses</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$283.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>$261.0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Increase in Net Assets           | $ 13.0| $ 17.0|
| Net Assets Beginning of Year     | $213.8| $196.8|
| Net Assets End of Year           | $226.8| $213.8|

## Consolidated Statements of Financial Position (millions)

### Assets

| Cash and Cash Equivalents        | $ 4.3 | $ 2.6 |
| Short-Term Investments           | 3.0   | 0.0   |
| Accounts Receivable — net        | 64.4  | 68.0  |
| Investments — at fair value      | 125.4 | 122.8 |
| Other Assets                     | 35.3  | 35.1  |
| Property, Plant and Equipment — net| 71.8  | 73.4  |
| **Total Assets**                 | **$304.2** | **$301.9** |

### Net Assets and Liabilities

| Accounts Payable and Current Liabilities | $ 41.8 | $ 44.8 |
| Long-term Debt                        | 24.1   | 30.1   |
| Other Long-term Liabilities           | 11.5   | 13.2   |
| Net Assets                            | 226.8  | 213.8  |
| **Total Net Assets and Liabilities**  | **$304.2** | **$301.9** |
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In July of 2019 and after nearly 40 years at National Jewish Health, including 15 years as Chair of the Department of Medicine, Richard J. Martin, MD, has stepped down as Department Chair. An internationally recognized expert in asthma care and research, Dr. Martin also mentored dozens of young physicians/scientists early in their careers.

Dr. Martin led the Department of Medicine through years of tremendous growth at National Jewish Health. During his tenure, the Department more than tripled in size from 51 faculty members in three divisions to 172 faculty members in 11 divisions, four sections and an office of research. National Jewish Health now offers specialty care from all internal medicine subspecialties and more to provide patients with comprehensive care under one roof.

“Dr. Martin has been a driving force in expanding and implementing the unique, comprehensive and multidisciplinary team approach to care practiced at National Jewish Health,” said Michael Salem, MD, president and CEO of National Jewish Health. “He made us better and stronger. We could never have accomplished so much without him.”

Dr. Martin also played a key role in helping extend the successful National Jewish Health model of patient care to our Respiratory Institutes with partners at Mount Sinai in New York, at Jefferson Health in Philadelphia and at Saint Joseph Hospital in Denver.

Dr. Martin is known for his groundbreaking research into circadian rhythms and nocturnal asthma. He was the first researcher to show that subacute bacterial infection can worsen asthma. Most recently, Dr. Martin and his colleagues demonstrated the value of direct observation of the airways through bronchoscopy in diagnosing causes of uncontrolled asthma.

A leader in the groundbreaking Asthma Clinical Research Network and AsthmaNet research network, Dr. Martin has published more than 300 journal articles, 12 books and nearly 50 book chapters. He has mentored dozens of young physicians/scientists, many of whom have gone on to leadership positions around the nation. He has been recognized as a visiting professor at dozens of national and international universities for more than 30 years.

Today, Dr. Martin continues advising our partners at Mount Sinai and Jefferson Health, mentoring young researchers and holding monthly lunches to advise new faculty about the unique patients that come to National Jewish Health.

“The types of patients with difficult illnesses that we see at National Jewish Health are a scientific challenge that make us think outside the box for diagnostic tools and treatments that help those patients get better,” said Dr. Martin. “It would have been impossible to duplicate what I had here anywhere else.”

Upon Dr. Martin’s retirement, Kevin K. Brown, MD, stepped in to serve as interim chair while National Jewish Health conducted a nationwide search for a new chair.
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We recognize and honor the many generous donors who have helped National Jewish Health break new ground as it seeks to improve the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of respiratory and related diseases.
**Endowed Chairs and Professors**

**The Sally Lease Bartalot Endowed Fund for Psychosocial Medicine**
Fred Wamboldt, MD, Professor, Division of Medical, Behavioral and Community Health, Department of Medicine

**Girard & Madeline Beno Chair in Mycobacterial Diseases**
Michael D. Iseman, MD, Professor Emeritus, Division of Mycobacterial and Respiratory Infections, Department of Medicine

**Endowed Chair in Interstitial Lung Disease**
Gregory P. Cosgrove, MD, Associate Professor, Assistant Director, Interstitial Lung Disease Program, Department of Medicine

**Irene J. & Dr. Abraham E. Goldminz Professor of Immunology and Respiratory Medicine**
Chair Appointment Under Consideration

**Ida & Cecil Green Professor of Cell Biology**
Chair Appointment Under Consideration

**The Catherine Kramer Professor of Clinical Mycobacteriology**
Chair Under Funding

**The Catherine Kramer Scientist in Pediatric Medicine**
Donna L. Bratton, MD, Professor, Department of Pediatrics

**Endowed Chair in Mycobacterial and Infectious Lung Diseases**
Chair Under Funding

**Marjorie & Stephen Raphael Chair in Asthma Research**
Chair Appointment Under Consideration

**Margaret A. Regan Professor of Pulmonary Inflammation**
Peter M. Henson, PhD, Professor, Department of Pediatrics

**Veda H. and Chauncey H. Ritter Chair in Clinical Immunology**
Rafeul Alam, MD, PhD, Professor, Head, Division of Allergy and Clinical Immunology, Department of Medicine

**Cetalie & Marcel Weiss Chair in Pulmonary Medicine**
Robert J. Mason, MD, Professor, Department of Academic Affairs

**Helen Wohlberg & Herman Lambert Chair in Pharmacokinetics**
Appointment Under Consideration

**Wollowick Family Foundation Chair in COPD Research**
Irina Petrache, MD, Professor, Chief, Tuchman Family Division of Pulmonary, Critical Care and Sleep Medicine, Department of Medicine

**The Drs. Harold & Mary Zirin Chair in Pulmonary Biology**
Gregory P. Downey, MD, Professor, Pediatrics and Biomedical Research; Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, Department of Medicine

**Annual Chairs and Professors**

**Edelstein Family Chair in Adult Pulmonary Medicine**
Richard J. Martin, MD, Professor and Chair, Department of Medicine

**Edelstein Family Chair in Pediatric & Clinical Immunology**
Donald Y.M. Leung, MD, PhD, Professor, Head, Division of Pediatric Allergy and Immunology, Department of Pediatrics

**Rebecca Runyon Bryan Chair in Cystic Fibrosis**
Jerry A. Nick, MD, Professor, Director, Adult Cystic Fibrosis Program, Department of Medicine

**Endowed Fellowships**

**Robert William Gitzen Jr. & Christopher Peter Gitzen Fellowship in Basic Immunology**

**Janet S. Lewald Fellowship in Basic Immunology**

**The Bettina Garthwaite Lowerre Fellowship in Mycobacterial Research**

**Helen Wohlberg & Herman Lambert Fellowship in Cancer Biology**

**Harold S. Nelson, MD, Endowed Allergy Fellowship**

**Young Family Endowed Fellowship for Pulmonary Diseases**

**Annual Fellowships**

**Viola Vestal Coulter Foundation Scholarship**

**The Eugene F. & Easton M. Crawford Pediatric Research Fellowship**

**Michael & Eleonore Stobin Pediatric Fellowship**

**Young Family Fellowship for Pulmonary Diseases**

**Honorary Fellowships**

**Arnold & Sheila Aronson Fellowship in Pediatric Pulmonary Medicine**

**Priscilla Campbell Memorial Award**

**Vernon Dale Fellowship in Pediatrics**

**Melvin Garb Endowed Fellowship in Basic Immunology**

**Andrew Goodman Fellowship in Medicine**

**Andrew Goodman Fellowship in Pediatrics**

**Great West Life Assurance Fellowship**

**Fred O. Lawson Jr. Fellowship in Clinical Immunology**

**James F. Murray Pediatric Fellowship**
PRIVATE AND PHILANTHROPIC FUNDS & LABS

Lee & Katherine N. Abraham Fund for AIDS and Immunologic Research
1992 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Anna Perahia Adatto Clinical Research Center
Leah & Hans Kayem

Roy E. Alderson Immunology Laboratories
Louise & Richard Alderson

Angel Family Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
Carole & Albert D. Angel

Annual Conference on Excellence in Research
Abraham J. Kauvar, MD, & Jean Kauvar

Maurice Austin Research Fund
Friends of Maurice Austin

William and Gloria Bayzerman Fund
Established by the Estate of William & Gloria Bayzerman

Bernard Bear Memorial Fund for Pediatric Research
Mrs. Rhoda Bear

Ruth R. Berkley Endowed Research Fund for COPD
Estate of Ruth Berkley

Miriam C. Bernstein Fund for the Study of Immunology & Vasculitis
M. Sheldon Bernstein, Family & Friends

Molly Blank Fund for the Care of Children in Need
Molly Blank

Molly Blank Pediatric Care Fund
Molly Blank, The Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation

The Leonard & Enid Boxer Fund for Pediatric Allergy Research
1993 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

F. L. Bryant Jr. Research Laboratory for the Study of the Mechanisms of Lung Disease
1983 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Paul R. & Kathy Herdt Charron Fund for Pediatric Asthma and Vocal Cord Dysfunction
1996 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Marke G. Chatman Fund for Sarcoidosis Research
Chatman Family & Friends

Jerome A. & Simona Chazen Fund for Lupus & Autoimmune Disease Research
1990 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Cookie and Stanley I Chera Fund for COPD Care and Research
2017 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Ric Clark Fund for Cutting-Edge Pilot Studies and Bridge Research
2014 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Martin and Michele Cohen Fund for Personalized Medicine
2007 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Max & Sara Cowan Endowment
Estate of Max Cowan

Grace Craft Memorial Fund
Dr. Arnold Craft

Freddy Cunha Children’s Research Fund
Jeanne & Fred Cunha & Friends

Robert W. Davis Memorial Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
2000 Tulsa Dinner

Rhonda L. Davis Memorial Fund
Robert A. Davis

Edith & Edward Delman Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
Edith & Edward Delman

Anthony J. DeLuca Memorial Fund for Lung Cancer Research
1995 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Patricia Colbert Donovan Memorial Fund for ILD Research
Family & Friends

Drescher Fund for AIDS Research
Irene & Jared Drescher

Morey S. Duman Fund for Asthma Research
Shirley M. Duman

The Esther Baird Dunlap Laboratory for Research in Immune Deficiency
Esther B. Dunlap

David L. & Judith S. Dworkin Fund for Research & Treatment
1987 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner for Immune System Diseases

The Sydney & Sylvia Engel Research Fund for Immune Deficiency Disorders
Sylvia & Sydney Engel, Family & Friends

Ruth Deering Ewart Asthma Research Fund
Shirley M. Duman

The Dorothy Fabricant Research Fund
Estate of Paul Fabricant

The Sandi and Andrew Farkas Research Fund for Cancer Immunology
2002 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Fashion Industries Fund for Respiratory and Immune System Diseases Research
1991 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Carl & Hazel Felt Laboratory for Asthma Research
Hazel & Carl Felt

The Thomas M. and Deban D. Flexner Research Fund in Pediatric Asthma and Lung Inflammation
1998 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Michael D. and Elizabeth M. Fraizer Fund for Research in Cystic Fibrosis
1996 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Harriet Freed Fund for Lupus Research
Daniel Freed, Family & Friends
Isadore & Anne Freeman Fund for Pulmonary Research
Isadore Freeman

The Dr. Gerald J. and Dorothy R. Friedman Endowed Research Fund
The Gerald J. & Dorothy R. Friedman Foundation for Medical Research

The Fund to Cure Asthma
Nancy & James Berry Hill, Marjorie & Stephen Raphael

Dollie & Jack Galter Pediatric Research Laboratories
Dollie Galter Patrons: Philip Rootberg & Co, Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union

Melvin Garb Foundation Endowed Fellowship for Basic Immunology
Melvin Garb Foundation

Jennie R. Gauger Memorial Fund
Estate of Paul W. Gauger

Barry Ginsberg Memorial Fund
Family & Friends

The Fannie Gluck and Katy Bodansky Endowment Fund to Support Indigent Care
Estate of Samuel Gluck

The Beth and Jim Gold Fund for Pediatric Allergies
2007 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The Victoria and Lloyd Goldman Fund for Pediatric Allergy and Respiratory Care and Research
Victoria and Lloyd Goldman

Murray & Charlotte Goldberg Fund
Charlotte & Murray Goldberg

Jacob I. Goldstein Fund
Estate of Jacob I. Goldstein

The Willie Mae and Alexander Goldstein Sr. Endowed Fund for Pediatric Programs
Alexander Goldstein Sr. & Willie Mae Goldstein Foundation

Andrew Goodman Memorial Fund
1993 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Nena Goodman Memorial Fund for the Clinical Research Center
1998 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Paula Gordon Research Fund for Anaphylactic Shock
Joan J. Gordon & Edward S. Gordon

J. Peter Grace Fund for Immunologic & Respiratory Disease Research
J. Peter Grace

Julian S. Greenspun Fund to Cure Cancer
Beverly Greenspun & Family

The Janet Grove Fund for Lung Disease & Lung Cancer
2000 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Joan L. Hafey Memorial Fund for Pulmonary Fibrosis Research
Mark Stroock

George W. Hansen Research Fund
Robert J. Cruikshank & Friends in Houston, Texas

Hasbro Children’s Foundation Program in Pediatric Asthma
Hasbro Children’s Foundation

William Randolph Hearst Research Endowment for the National Research Center for Environmental Lung Disease
William Randolph Hearst Foundation

Holliday Memorial Fund for Lung Cancer Research
2011 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Elva and Lewis Humphreys and Sally Leonard Endowed Fund for Indigent Patients in Kansas and Texas
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis H. Humphreys

Robert and Anne Ivanhoe Fund for the Research and Care of Rheumatoid Arthritis and Immune-Related Diseases
2012 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Cathy and Gary Jacob Fund for the Research and Care of Patients with Autoimmune Diseases
2016 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Aron H. and Irma B. Jacobson Fund for Children with Asthma

Anthony M. & Lena M. Javancie Trust for Asthma and Emphysema Research
Billie Javancie

Leonard Kaplan Fund
Edith Kaplan

Samuel & Alma Kates Emphysema Research Fund
Lore Kates

Dr. Abraham J. Kauvar, MD, Presidential Award
Abraham J. Kauvar, MD, & Jean Kauvar

Herman F. Kerner Immunology Research Fund
Herman F. Kerner

Boris & Jacqueline Kliot Fund for Pediatric Pulmonary Research
1990 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The John R. and Karen K. Klopp Fund for Childhood Asthma and Environmental Research
2005 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Doris M. Knauff Memorial Fund for ILD Research
Mr. J. William Knauff III

The Fraeda and Bill Kopman Fund for COPD Programs
William H. & Fraeda Kopman

The Lana Cain Krauter and Philip J. Krauter Fund for Basic and Cancer Research
2001 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

James D. & Marjorie Kuhn Fund for the Childhood Asthma Management Program at National Jewish Health
1994 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Dr. Albert J. Kukral Memorial Fund for Respiratory Infections
2004 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Lapporte Crystallography Imaging Center
Allen Lapporte

Evelyn and Leonard Lauder Fund
The Lauder Foundation

Joshua Lehman Asthma Research Fund
Ilona V. Katonah, Family & Friends

Richard & Emmy Lou Levin Research Fund for Immune System Diseases
Emmy Lou & Richard Levin

J. Leonard and Myra Levy Family Fund
Mrs. Myra Levy & Family
Liberty Electric Fund for Asthma Research
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Ball, Mr. & Mrs. Robert Frank

William R. & Nora H. Lichtenberg Pediatric Asthma Fund
Linda Lichtenberg Kaplan & The Lichtenberg Foundation

Lord & Taylor Laboratory for Research in Lung Biochemistry
1981 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Sidney M. Louis Memorial Fund
S. M. Louis Fund, Inc.

Steve Love Fund for Asthma Research
Homestead Elementary School

Lung Cancer Research
Anonymous

The Matthew and Andrea Lustig Family Fund for the Advancement of Precision Medicine
2015 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Harold and Reba Martin Fund for Respiratory Research
Harold & Reba Martin

The Arthur C. and Elizabeth R. Martinez Fund for Childhood Asthma
1994 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Michele Sharney Marvins Fund for Pediatric Indigent Care
Mrs. Alex Goldstein Sr.

Esther Mathias Fund for Treatment and Research in Medicine, Nursing and Psychology
Rudolf E. S. Mathias & Camille Mathias

William C. McCahill Jr. Fund for Research in Lung Diseases
1989 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Jonathan L. and Wendy S. Mechanic Fund for Lung Cancer and COPD Research and Treatment Programs
2009 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Dorris Marcus Mendelsohn Endowment Fund
Estate of Dorris Marcus Mendelsohn

The Robert L. and Susan T. Mettler Fund for Clinical Research in Childhood Asthma
1999 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Milken Family Program in Children’s Pulmonary Diseases
Milken Family Medical Foundation

The Robert C. Miller Endowed Fund in Occupational and Environmental Medicine
Janet Schaumburg

Arthur J. Mirante II Fund for Immunological Research
1990 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Morgridge Academy Fund
Sunshine Chapter of National Jewish Health

William J. & Ruth Morrison Research Fund
Ruth & William J. Morrison

Abraham Moskowitz Laboratory for Asthma Research
Neva & Marvin Moskowitz

Bruce E. and Wendy F. Mosler Fund for Treatment and Research of Pediatric and Adult Asthma
2010 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Joseph & Gail Moss Asthma Research Fund
Gail & Joseph Moss

Theodore and Maxine Murnick Family Endowed Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
Theodore & Maxine Murnick

Ira & Jacqueline Neimark Laboratory Clinical Pharmacology in Pediatrics
1985 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Lee S. and Joyce L. Neibart Fund for Pediatric and Adult Immunology and Rheumatology
2008 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Dolores and Walter Neustadt Jr. Pediatric Asthma Research Fund
Wal-Dot Foundation

New Mexico Fund for Indigent Care
Annual Albuquerque Dinner Donors

Carol D. Nichols Research Laboratories in Immunodeficiency Diseases
1985 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Arnold & Regina Orlick Fund for Pediatric Immunodeficiencies
1997 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The Maurice J. Oringer Fund for Immunologic Research
Estate of Maurice J. Oringer

Morris Perlmutter Fund for Research in Immunology
Sunya P. Kronstadt, Family and Friends

Mary Pickford Fund for Emphysema Research
Mary Pickford Foundation

Bernard Polonsky Fund for Capital Equipment
Bernard Polonsky

The Gene & Ruth Posner Foundation’s Center for Pulmonary Rehabilitation
The Gene & Ruth Posner Foundation

Nathan and Rose B. Posner Research Fund for Emphysema and COPD
Nathan & Rose B. Posner

The Wayne Pralle Memorial Fund for Emphysema and Other Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Diseases (COPD)
2003 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Mitchel & Florence Kutner Rambar Memorial Fund
Ann R. & Edgar Clark

Rhode Island Fund for LUNG LINE
Rhode Island Friends

Rhode Island Fund for Pediatric Asthma Research
2006 Humanitarian Award Luncheon

Chauncey & Veda H. Ritter Research Program in Arthritis
Mr. & Mrs. Chauncey Ritter

Linnie Belle Roberts Memorial Fund for Research in Asthma
Jack Roberts

Justyn C. Rosen Family Resource Center
Justyn C. Rosen

The Eleanor T. and Samuel J. Rosenfeld Endowed Fund for Asthma Research
The Samuel J. & Eleanor T. Rosenfeld Family Foundation

Louis and Freda Rubenstein Endowment Fund for Indigent Care
Mrs. Louis Rubenstein

Barbara & LeRoy Rubin Fund for Asthma Research
Barbara & LeRoy Rubin
Dr. Nancy Lynne Ruby Fund for Asthma Research
Mrs. Robert N. Ruby

M. Ronald & Myrna Ruskin Clinical ImmunologyDiagnostic Laboratory
1984 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The Richard B. and Bette A. Saltzman Fund for Food and Other Allergies
1999 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Thomas J. and Laurie Saylak Fund for Underprivileged and Chronically Ill Children
2006 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Howard Evan Schlessel Foundation Fund
Mr. & Mrs. Walter Schlessel

The Schuble Family Foundation Fund for ILD Research
Joseph R. Schuble Sr.

Andrew Grayson Schultz & Thomas Britton Schultz Memorial Fund for Research in Disorders of the Immune System in Children
1989 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Shapiro Family Fund for the Autoimmune Lung Center at National Jewish Health
Leslie & Lenny Shapiro

The Shirley Lee Sherr Fund for Research for Respiratory Diseases
Estate of Belle Sherr

The Joanne Siegel Memorial Fund for the Advancement of Pediatric Care
Lila Siegel, Family & Friends, & Dana Bischoff Noonan

The Stephen B. & Wendy Siegel Fund for Pediatric Asthma & Allergy Research
1992 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

The Wendy Siegel Fund for Leukemia and Cancer Research
2013 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Ilse Silten Memorial Fund for Research in Immunology
R. G. Silten

The Clara and Larry Silverstein Fund for Pediatric Asthma and Allergy Research and Treatment
2013 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Amy Simkowitz-Rogers Fund
Sara Simkowitz, Thomas Rogers, & Lucy & Isidore Simkowitz

The Roselyn Simon Memorial Fund for Asthmatic Children
Brian Simon, Randy Simon, Robert Simon, MD, Gary Steiner & Rabbi Baruch Cohon

Samuel W. Spain Endowment for Excellence in Graduate Education
Mrs. Goldye M. Spain

Myra Specthrie Wilson Fund for Lung Cancer Research
David M. Wilson

Steven Spinola Fund for Infectious Diseases
1988 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Conrad D. Stephenson Laboratory for Research in Immunology
1981 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Leonard and Shirley Sterling Research Fund
Leonard & Shirley Sterling

Michael & Eleanore Stobin Laboratory for Pediatric Research
Eleanore & Michael Stobin

Burton M. & Rita Tansky Fund for Research on the Influences of Viruses on the Immune System
1988 New York Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

The Owen D. and Jennifer B. Thomas Research Fund for Immunology
2000 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Tinkel-Wolfson Research Fund in Basic Immunology
Dr. & Mrs. Alexander Tinkel

The Ralph Tornberg Endowed Asthma Research Fund
Barbara Tornberg, Family & Friends

The Ronald Townsend Fund for Morgridge Academy
Ronald Townsend

Marsha & Kenneth L. Tucker Library Fund
Marsha & Kenneth L. Tucker

The Hal J. and Shari Upbin Fund for Immunology Research
2013 Retail & Fashion Industries Dinner

Van Pelt Foundation Research Fund
Directors of the Van Pelt Foundation

The Mark A. and Lisa J. Walsh Fund for Immunology and Allergy Research
2001 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Mary Nan West Memorial Fund
2001 San Antonio Dinner

Thomas D. Welch Memorial Fund for Antioxidant Research in Lung and Immune Diseases
1997 New York Real Estate & Construction Industries Dinner

Samuel L. Westerman Immunology Research Fund
Trustees of the Samuel L. Westerman Fund

Medora White Research Fund
Family & Friends in Dallas, Texas

The Helen Wohlberg & Herman Lambert Laboratory for Pharmacokinetics Research
Helen Lambert

Melvin & Elaine Wolf Pediatric Fund
Melvin & Elaine Wolf Foundation

Sidney A. Wolff Patient Education Program
Joseph C. & Clare F. Goodman Memorial Foundation

Wu & Ng Families Fund for Rehabilitation
Chin Hon & Pik Lin Wu

Allan & Joyce Zidell Tuberculosis Research Laboratory
Joyce & Allan Zidell

Ina Zipper Memorial Fund for Immunological Research
Family & Friends

The Natalie V. Zucker Research Center for Women Scientists – An Endowed Fund to Support Women Doctors and Researchers
Dr. Natalie V. Zucker

Zuckerman Family/Canyon Ranch Structural Biology/Crystallography Lab
Mel Zuckerman & Family, & Canyon Ranch
RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT

The following corporations, foundations, organizations and individuals provided research grants, contract and educational support for a variety of investigators and laboratories at National Jewish Health.

Actelion Clinical Research, Inc.
Aeolus Sciences Inc.
Afferent Pharmaceutical, Inc.
Aimmune Therapeutics, Inc.
Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation
Allinaire Therapeutics
Alpha One Foundation, Inc.
AlphaNet, Inc.
American Heart Association
American Thoracic Society
American Lung Association
Amgen, Inc.
Anthera Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Arena Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals LP
aTYR Pharma, Inc.
Augusta University
Bayer Healthcare
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Bellerophon Pulse Technologies, LLC
Benaroya Research Institute at Virginia Mason
BioResponse
Body Vision Medical, LTD
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Boettcher Foundation
Boston Children’s Hospital
Boston Scientific Corporation
Brigham & Women’s Hospital
Celgene
Center for the Advancement of Science
Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh
Children’s Hospital Philadelphia
Colorado State University
Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment
Complexa, Inc.
COPD Foundation
Corbus Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
CSL Behring LLC
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation Therapeutics
DBV Technologies S.A.
Denver Health & Hospital Authority
Drawbridge Health, Inc.
Eli Lilly and Company
Eppley Foundation for Research
Evidera, Inc.
Fibrogen, Inc.
Fidia Pharma USA, Inc.
Flight Attendant Medical Research Institute
Forrest A Shook Foundation for Sarcoidosis Research
Gates Foundation
Genentech, Inc.
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
GlaxoSmithKline
Global Blood Therapeutics, Inc.
Grifols
Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc.
Horizon Therapeutics, LLC
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
Incyte Corporation
Insmed, Inc.
IQVIA RDS, Inc.
Janssen Research & Development
Jecure Therapeutics, Inc
John Hopkins University
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation International
Kaiser Permanente
Linda Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome
Mallinckrodt ARD, Inc.
MatRx Therapeutics, Inc.
Medimmune, Inc.
Multiclonal Therapeutics, Inc.
National Institutes of Health
National Science Foundation
Northwestern University
Novartis Pharmaceutical Corp
Oak Ridge Associated University
OMERACT Special Interest Group
Optimum Patient Care Global Limited
Oregon Health & Science University
Ohio State University
Parexel International, LLC
Parker B. Francis Fellowship Program
Pearl Therapeutics, Inc.
Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center
Pennsylvania State University
Pfizer, Inc.
Pharmaceutical Research Associates, Inc.
PneumRx, Inc.
Polinger
PPD Investigator Services, LLC
Promedior, Inc.
ProMetic BioTherapeutics, Inc.
ProQR Therapeutics I B.V.
Proteostasis Therapeutics, Inc.
Pulmonary Fibrosis Foundation
Reata Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Regeneron Pharmaceutical, Inc.
Renovion
ResMed Corp
Respiriotics, Inc.
Rho, Inc.
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Rose Community Foundation
RTI International
Sanofi US
Sanofi Genzyme
Savara, Inc.
SciBac, Inc.
Seattle Children’s Hospital
Self Care Catalysts
Siemens Medical Solutions USA, Inc.
Smart Practice
State of Colorado
Teva Pharmaceutical
Theorem Clinical Research, Inc.
U.S. Department of Defense
U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs - Eastern Colorado Health Care System
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S. Food & Drug Administration
U.S. Health Resources & Services Administration
United Therapeutics Corporation
University of Alabama Birmingham
University of Arizona
University of California - San Francisco
University of Cincinnati
University of Colorado - Denver
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Iowa
University of Nebraska Medical Center
University of North Carolina
University of Nottingham
University of Pittsburgh
University of Utah
Vanderbilt University
Vertex Pharmaceuticals
Viv HealthCare
Wake Forest University
Weill Cornell Medical College
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles Real Estate and Financial Services Breath of Life Golf Classic
Chairs
Anthony Behrstock, Commonwealth Land Title
David Sonnenblick, Sonnenblick-Eichner Company

Los Angeles Professional Services Black & White Ball
Honorees
Sydnee Breuer, Rosenthal & Rosenthal of California
Nicholas A. Rozansky, Brutzkus Gubner Rozansky Seror Weber LLP
Dinner Co-Chairs
Gail K. Bernstein
Robert Ezra, Freeman, Freeman & Smiley LLP
Ronald S. Friedman, Marcum LLP
Robert K. Lewin, CIT Commercial Services
Mark Levinson, Carlton Fields, LLP
Debbie Steinberg, Former Honoree

Hoops & Hoopla
Coaches
Peter Fox, RK Mechanical
Bill Gregor, Mortenson Construction
Jerry Lafiten, BKD, LLP
Crystal Peden, The CPI Group
Tom Tarver, Greiner Electric
Kris Wintroub, Greiner Electric

Assistant Coaches
Richard Kalisek, BKD, LLP
Mike Narum, The CPI Group
JR Wiles, Northpointe Bank

Charity Poker Night 3
Co-Chairs and Sponsors
Bo Brownstein & Francois Safieddine

Mercedes Benz of Denver Rev the Runway Fashion Show Presented by Neiman Marcus
Event Chairs
Molly Fortune
Streeter McClure
Libby Weaver
Honorary Chairs
Robin Chotin
Bonnie Mandarich
Abby Perlmutter Miller

FLORIDA
New Directions for Women Luncheon
Chairs
Susan W. Goldstein
Shirley Stern

New Mexico
36th Annual New Mexico Spirit of Achievement Awards Dinner
Honorees
The Cinco Amigos
Jason Harrington
William Lang
Steve Maestas
Jerry Roehl
Kevin Yearout
Ambassador Ed L. Romero
Dinner Chair
Sherman McCorkle

WASHINGTON, D.C.
22nd Annual Capital Area Breath of Life Golf Classic
Co-Chairs
Alan Bubes
Michael B. Scheffres, Scheffres Laundry Service

Honorary Chair
Solvin W. Gordon, Gordon Insurance
Robert M. Keats
Dale D. Schuble, Schuble Family Foundation

NATIONAL JEWISH HEALTH EVENTS
On February 23, 2019, more than 1,100 people gathered at the 22nd Annual Beaux Arts Ball to raise $2.3 million for National Jewish Health. Following a theme of “The World’s Greatest Showman,” the ballroom was transformed into a big top. As guests entered the room, they were greeted and entertained by acrobats rolling inside giant hoops, balancing acts, people on stilts, aerialists flying about the room and a fanfare of music and costumes. The entertaining theme led to serious business as the paddle-raising “fund-a-need” portion of the evening raised a record-breaking $760,000 for research and care of life-threatening allergies.

Grand Marshal Honorees
Faye & Steve Demby
Kathleen & William J. Hybl
Wendy & Jimmy Miller
Kate Paul & Michael Passmore

Event Co-Chairs
Katie & Adam Agron
Drs. Goldie & Joel Cohen
Alissa & Matt Joblon
Karen & Michael Long
Nancy & Earl Wright
Kerry & Dr. Gerry Zarlengo

Event Executive Committee Members
Anne & Rich Baer
Sue & John Bolger
Sunny & Norman Brownstein
Brad Busse
Robin & Steven Chotin
Denise & Warren Cohen
Jennifer Crick & Justin Cooper
Lindsey & Stanton Dodge
Janie & David Eves
Debbie & Michael Feiner
Arlene & A. Barry Hirschfeld
Rebecca & Lewis Kling
Carrie & John Morgenridge
Shereen & Michael Pollak
Laszlo “Lots” Pook
Kristin & Blair Richardson
Ellen Robinson
Susan & Eddie Robinson
Maja & Mark Rosenquist
Linda & Rich Schierburg
Debbie & Don Silversmith
Kelly & Marc Steron
Ellen Stewart & Donald Vancil
Sarah Walker

Event Sponsors:
Presenting Sponsor
Morgridge Family Foundation

Greatest Showman Sponsor
Iris & Michael Smith

Platinum Sponsors
Arrow Electronics/Karen & Michael Long
The Baer Family
Hyde Park Jewelers/Shereen & Michael Pollak

Gold Sponsors
Baker Botts LLP
Bow River Capital Partners/Blair & Kristin Richardson Foundation
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck
The Chotin Foundation/Richardson Foundation
David & Laura Merage Foundation
MDC Foundation
O’Melveny & Myers LLP
Willkie Farr & Gallagher LLP

Pictured left to right: Beaux Arts Ball Grand Marshals William J. Hybl, Steve and Faye Demby; National Jewish Health President and CEO, Michael Salem, MD; and Grand Marshals Kate Paul and Michael Passmore, and Wendy and Jimmy Miller
The New York real estate and construction industries gathered December 8, 2018, for the 50th consecutive year to raise funds in support of National Jewish Health. The 50th annual Winter’s Evening Real Estate and Construction Industries Dinner Dance at the Grand Hyatt New York honored Lloyd Goldman, president of BLDG Management Co., Inc., for his significant civic and charitable contributions and raised $2 million for pediatric allergy and respiratory care at National Jewish Health.
**Chairman’s Award**

The Chairman’s Award for Special Achievement is presented by the chair of the Board of Directors to recognize those who have made exceptional contributions to National Jewish Health.

**2019**  
The Greiner Family  
Ronald S. Friedman  

**2015**  
Murray D. Fischer  

**2013**  
Anne & Norman K. Jacobson  
Neva & Marvin I. Moskowitz  

**2011**  
Boettcher Foundation  
Adolph Coors Foundation  
Kenneth L. Tucker  

**2010**  
Molly Blank  
H. A. & Mary K. Chapman Charitable Foundation  
Mrs. Frances B. Cohen  
Brian Greenspun  

**2008**  
Edelstein Family Foundation  
Mrs. Edith S. McAllister  
Milton Schneiderman  

**2006**  
Doug & Dale Anderson  
Bella Feinstein  
Alex Fryburg  
Rachel Kodanaz  
Taner Kodanaz  
Steve G. Schorr  

**2005**  
Amy M. Murnick, Jay M. Murnick & Lee S. Murnick  
(New York AIR Society)  
Myra Schaps  
Van Pelt Foundation  

**2004**  
Grand Aerie Order of Eagles  
C.L.C. Kramer Foundation  
Armstrong McDonald Foundation  
Abraham & Sonia Rochlin Foundation  

**2003**  
Carol Aaron  
Philip Leitman  
Lucille Raphael  
Dale & Joseph Schuble  
Ralph Tornberg  

**2002**  
Daniel Freed  
Irina Jacobson  
Jeffrey H. Kapor  
Samuel Lewis  
Robert Paller  
Lila Siegel  
David Sonnenblick  

**2001**  
Joan & Stanford Alexander  
Herbert L. Ash, Esq.  
Bruce H. Corbin  
John Knott  
Ambrose Monell Foundation  
Vickie & Trygve E. Myhren  

**1999**  
Carole & Albert Angel  
Marianne Cohn  
Roger Gibson  
David Liniger  
Samuel J. Rosenfeld  
Melba Steeg  

**1998**  
Maurice Austin  
William Gold II  
Mike O’Callaghan  
Ron Ruskin  
Allan Zidell  

**1997**  
Joseph J. Carroll  
Walter F. Imhoff  
Donald W. Hoagland  
Wendy Siegel  
William D. White Jr.  

**1996**  
Leonard Boxer  
Larry Buchanan  
Kenneth Chirba  
Cary Marmis  
Henry Zarrow  
Jack Zarrow  

**1995**  
Joseph Berenbaum, Esq.  
Sunya Kronstadt  
Michele S. Marvins  
New York AIR Society  

**1994**  
Robert L. Mettler  
Carol D. Nichols  
Randy Rutherford  

---

**President’s Award**

The President’s Award, presented by the president of the institution, pays tribute to business and philanthropic leaders whose support goes far beyond the usual to promote the mission and vision of National Jewish Health.

**2018**  
Robert E. Helpern  

**2017**  
Erwin W. Gelfand, MD  

**2014**  
William Gold II  
Philip H. Karsh  
Edward A. Robinson  

**2013**  
The Hearst Foundations  
Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes  

**2011**  
Roger A. Silverstein  
Allan Zidell  

**2010**  
Rich Baer  
Natalie Zucker  

**2009**  
Diane & Charles Gallagher Family Foundation  

**2008**  
Monfort Family Foundation  

**2005**  
Myra Levy  
Sherman McCorkle  
Drs. Harold & Mary Zirin  

**2003**  
Thomas M. Flexner  
James D. Kuhn  
Milton Morris  
Wendy Siegel  

**2002**  
Molly Blank  

**2001**  
Seryl & Charles Kushner  

**2000**  
Louise & Richard Alderson  

**1999**  
The Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell, U.S. Senator  

**1998**  
Norman Brownstein  

**1996**  
Alan Landsburg
Lorber Award

The Arthur B. Lorber Award for Distinguished Service, the highest honor at National Jewish Health, recognizes singular achievement in helping to advance medical science. Under Arthur Lorber’s leadership, the Sheltering Home at National Jewish Health grew from an orphanage into the premier treatment and research center for respiratory diseases in the United States.

2017
Carrie & John Morgridge
2012
The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye, U.S. Senator
2010
Michael & Iris Smith
2008
Norman Brownstein, Esq. Wendy Siegel
2004
Herbert L. Ash
2002
The Fund to Cure Asthma
   Nancy & James Berry Hill
   Marjorie & Stephen Raphael

2001
Albert D. Angel
2000
Sunya P. Kronstadt
1999
Robert L. Mettler
1997
Carol D. Nichols
1996
Peter M. Henson
1995
Burton M. Tansky
1994
Larry A. Silverstein
1993
Leonard M. Perlmutter
1991
J. Peter Grace
1990
Philippa Marrack, PhD, & John Kappler, PhD
1989
Conrad D. Stephenson
1988
Cecil Green & Howard V. Rickenberg, PhD
1987
Richard S. Farr, MD
1986
Robert L. Silber & David S. Touff
1985
Arthur Robinson, MD
1984
Dollie & Jack Galter
1983
Richard N. Bluestein
1982
Andrew Goodman

Legacies of Hope

The Legacies of Hope is a society established to recognize all those supporters who have included National Jewish Health in their estate and financial plans, including a will, charitable gift annuity, trust or insurance policy. These gifts will live on for generations, helping to ensure that National Jewish Health will continue its mission.

The following names are new Legacies of Hope members who added National Jewish Health to their estate plans July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019.

Arizona
Diane Goss Reynolds
Daniel & Gail S. Tenn

California
Anonymous
Janet E. Grove & Carolyn Greer-Gili
Natalie G. Hall
Philip Malinsky

Colorado
Anonymous
Gil & Nancy Berman
Golda and Shelly Friedstein
A. Barry and Arlene Hirschfeld
Margie Z. McNamara

Illinois
Anonymous
Elisabeth W. Szegho
Lester Sutker

Kansas
Dixie Childs-Smith*
Robert Litan

Maryland
Anonymous

Michigan
Anonymous

Nevada
David Salo

New Jersey
Elizabeth A. Keat

New Mexico
Gary Weisbart

New York
Anonymous
Anonymous
Georgia George
Barry L. Hartglass
Edward Meckeneck
William M. Troetel

Pennsylvania
Anonymous
Anonymous
Antonio J. L. Simoes

Texas
Anonymous
Alfred D. Hughes
Patricia Hughes

Virginia
Anonymous
Herman S. Blumenthal

Wisconsin
Anonymous
Those who remember National Jewish Health in their estate plans leave a lasting legacy in support of our programs. During fiscal year 2019, the friends listed below remembered National Jewish Health with bequests that will further our mission.

ARIZONA
Harry & Sylvia C. Mayer
Glen Michael Millard
Wanda Wright

ARKANSAS
Alvin S. Tilles

CALIFORNIA
Barbara D. Amberson
Florence E. Buckley
Astrea Garner Gorin
Harold Halperin
Claudia Hellmann
Lorane W. Katz
Miriam Lasker
Harry W. Ofshay
Charles & Mary Lee Scheid

COLORADO
Howard Bagdad
Lillian Bloom
Hazel M. Crismon
Bernice C. Eisenberg
Gloria S. Fine
Arthur Hayutin
Edith G. Held
Betty J. Hoch
Terrie L. McAlarney
Esther J. Pressel
Daniel M. Scariano
Regina M. Quackenbush

CONNECTICUT
Beatrice Mangin

FLORIDA
Harry Eisenoff
Miriam M. Krell
Edythe B. Sheinbaum
Marion R. Stallman

ILLINOIS
Jeanette Chalet
Harold Heyward
Nanette Joelson
Michael Neigoff
Morris Thikoll

LOUISIANA
Sol I. Courtman, M.D.

MICHIGAN
Elizabeth Van Leeuwen

MISSOURI
Robert B. Kahn

NEVADA
David Eddings
Joseph Raba, Jr.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Harry G. Lehnert

NEW JERSEY
Ethel & Alex Kargman Endowment Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation of New Jersey
Gerda Petzall
Esther D. Rose Family Trust
Sidney Rose Family Trust
Larry Stock

NEW MEXICO
Rosina Patterson

NEW YORK
Samuel Brandt Fund
Ruth Braslow
Bernard L. & Shirlee Cohen
Peter J. Cohn
Alice Smith Franks
Zelda Frederics
Sarah Hirschhorn
Joseph R. Kuh
Patricia G. Lehaney
Arthur LeMay
Evelyn Nethercott
Harold Rosenberg
Harold Savitz
Gertrude Zehner
R. Mildred Zuckerman

OHIO
Mary L. Donley
Lina Weintraub Memorial Fund of the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland

OKLAHOMA
Blanche C. Kelly
Dora R. Roberts

PENNSYLVANIA
Fernal R. Marlier

SOUTH DAKOTA
Ken & Lois Borecky Fund
National Jewish Center for Immunology of the South Dakota Foundation

TEXAS
Adolf and Kaethe Wechsler Memorial Fund
Bank of America, N.A., Trustee

UTAH
Jeffrey S. Brown

WASHINGTON
Benjamin Wolfgram

WEST VIRGINIA
Meyer Bell

WYOMING
Mona R. Fedrizzi
HONOR ROLL OF PHILANTHROPY

Lifetime Achievement Societies

The Frances Wisebart Jacobs Founder’s Society, the Chairman’s Society and the President’s Society pay tribute to the lifetime giving of individuals, foundations and corporations whose steadfast support serves as inspiration to others and whose dedication has helped make National Jewish Health a world-renowned institution.

Frances Wisebart Jacobs Founder’s Society
$10,000,000+
Estate of David & Leigh Eddings
Carrie & John D. Morgridge/Morgridge Family Foundation
Anonymous (CO)

The Chairman’s Society
$5,000,000 – $9,999,999
Anonymous (MI)
The Molly Blank Fund of The Arthur M. Blank Family Foundation
Michele & Martin L. Cohen
Estate of Milton Morris
Klara & Larry Silverstein/Silverstein Family Trust
Iris & Michael S. Smith
Tuchman Family Foundation

President’s Society
$1,000,000 – $4,999,999
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (2) (CO)
Anonymous (TX)
Armstrong McDonald Foundation
Estate of Joe J. Ballard
Sally Lease Bartalot
Estate of Madeline and Girard J. Beno
Estate of Evelyn Best
Molly Blank*
Estate of Anna Marie A. Blum
Antoinette E. & Herman Boehm Foundation
Boettcher Foundation
Garthe Brown and Grace L. Brown Fund II of The Oregon Community Foundation
The Mary K. Chapman Foundations
Children’s Miracle Network
Frances B. Cohen*
Adolph Coors Foundation
Estate of Hazel M. Crisman
Daniels Fund
The Denver Post Season to Share, a McCormick Foundation Fund
Estate of Dr. Larry A. Dornburg
Estate of Esther B. Dunlap
Edelstein Family Foundation
Estate of Beatrice M. & Miguel G. Elias
ExxonMobil Foundation
Estate of Oscar H. Friedman
Estate of Joseph H. Fuchs
Estate of Rose Galin/Estate of Michael E. Felscher Trust #2
Estate of Esther Galinsky
Diane and Charles Gallagher Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Galter*/Galter Foundation
Thomas W. Gemel*
Estate of Virginia L. Garrison
Estate of Grace A. George
Alexander Sr. and Willie Mae Goldstein Family Foundation Inc.
Nena & Andrew Goodman*
Grand Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eagles/
Max Baer Heart Fund
Barbara Greenspun*/Brian Greenspun/Greenspun Family Foundation
The Frederic C. Hamilton Family Foundation
Estate of Mildred S. Hansen
The Hearst Foundations
Albert & Ethel Herzstein Charitable Foundation
Estate of Lewis Humphreys
Estate of Irma B. Jacobson
Mr. & Mrs. Norman K. Jacobson
Kaiser Permanente Colorado
Estate of Rose I. Kalman
Leah Kayem*
William E. Keller*
Estate of Veola S. Kerr
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis M. Kling
Estate of John J. Kohberger
C.L.C. Kramer Foundation
Charles and Seryl Kushner Family Foundation
Estate of Burton H. Lademohn
Estate of Helen Lambert
Estate of Mary Levy
Estate of Grace M. Lieberthal
Life Time Achievement Societies
Estate of Dorothy J. Lord
The Marcus Foundation, Inc.
Estate of Rudolf E.S. Mathias
Estate of Selma Merkin
Estate of Beatrice Mersereau
Ambrose Monell Foundation
Monfort Family Foundation
Estate of Norma W. Moon
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin I. Moskowitz/
The Moskowitz Family Foundation
Estate of Mary E. Murdock
Theodore Z*L & Maxine B. Murnick and Family
Mr. & Mrs. Lee S. Neibart
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis C. Pell
Estate of Rose B. Posner
Marjorie & Stephen E. Raphael
Mr. & Mrs. Blair E. Richardson
Veda H. Ritter*
Heidi Rochlin/Abraham & Sonia Rochlin Foundation
Estate of George W. Rose
Estate of David M. Rosenbaum
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Rosenthal
Estate of Lizi Rothenstreich
Salon National La Boutique Des Huit Chapeaux et Quarante Femmes
Leah R. & Alfred E. Schaefer Charitable Foundation
Louise B. Scheril*
The Schramm Foundation
Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes
Estate of Lena Strauss
Sunshine Chapter
United Refrigeration, Inc.
Maxine A. & Don E. Vestal*
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
Wollowick Family Foundation
Estate of William Woolner
Mary F. Zirin*, PhD
Zucker Family Trust
Meghan & Evan Zucker

*Deceased
**Honor Roll of Philanthropy**

**Multi-Year Commitments**

This group of donors demonstrated loyalty and support for our visionary projects by committing to multi-year pledges in 2019, allowing National Jewish Health to fulfill its mission to care, to discover and to educate.

**$100,000 – $499,999**
- Anonymous (CA)
- Mr. & Mrs. Warren P. Cohen (CO)
- Judy & Larry J. Freeman
  Family Foundation (CA)
- Leah R. & Alfred E. Schaefer
  Charitable Foundation (TX)
- The Carlynn and Lawrence Silverman
  Family Foundation Inc. (MD)

**$50,000 – $99,999**
- The Ethel & Allyn Kendis Family
  Charitable Trust (OH)
- Mr. & Mrs. Allen Lapporte (IL)
- Mr. & Mrs. David N. Sonnenblick/
  Sonnenblick-Eichner Company (CA)

**$25,000 – $49,999**
- Mr. & Mrs. Mark D. Brutzkus (CA)
- Betty Davis Gates (NV)
- Jinna & Jerold Lancourt (TX)
- Mr. & Mrs. George N. Lenyo (MI)
- Larry & Anna Simon (CT)
- Debbie & Stuart Steinberg (CA)
- Janet K. Taylor (WY)

**$24,999 and below**
- Mr. & Mrs. Carlos L. Chacon (CA)
- Mr. & Mrs. Murray D. Fischer (CA)
- Mr. & Mrs. William T. Poole Jr. (KY)
- Judith & Ken Simon (CO)

*Deceased*
Annual Giving Circles

National Jewish Health is grateful for the generous contributions from individuals, corporations and foundations across the country and around the world. The following is a list of those who made gifts of $500 or more in fiscal year 2019.

$1,000,000 or more
Michele & Martin L. Cohen (NY)
Carrie & John D. Morgridge/Morgridge Family Foundation (CO)

$500,000 – $999,999
Klara & Larry Silverstein/Silverstein Family Trust (NY)

$100,000 – $499,999
Anonymous (MA)
Anonymous (MD)
Anonymous (PA)
Anonymous (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard N. Baer (CO)
Peter E. Berger (CT)
Harold Bezmos (MI)
Antoinette E. & Herman Boehm Foundation (NY)
The Ike & Candy Brown Family Foundation (TX)
Garthe Brown and Grace L. Brown Fund II of The Oregon Community Foundation (OR)
Johnny Carson Foundation (CA)
The Mary K. Chapman Foundations (OK)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel F. Devoe (CA)
Edelstein Family Foundation (MN)
El Pomar Foundation (CO)
The Feil Family Foundation/Charitable Lead Annuity Trust Under the Will of Louis Feil (NY)
Feiner Enterprises/Feiner Family Foundation/ Mr. & Mrs. Michael A. Feiner (CO)
Judy & Larry J. Freeman Family Foundation (CA)
Victoria & Lloyd Goldman (NY)
The Hearst Foundations (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. A. Barry Hirschfeld (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred D. Hughes (TX)
The Jin Hua Foundation (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis M. Klingsheim (NJ)
Madeleine Larson (CO)
Alice B. Lawrence Foundation (NY)
Bonnie & David Mandarich (CO)
Edward Meckeneck (NY)
Ambrose Monell Foundation (NY)
National Mah Jongg League, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Lee S. Neibart (CA)
Newmark Knight Frank (NY)
Padosi Foundation (HI)
Anne* & Murray Pasternack (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis C. Pell (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Blair E. Richardson (CO)
Rose Community Foundation (CO)
Dr. Michael S. Salem (CO)
David Salo (NV)
Leah R. & Alfred E. Schaefer Charitable Foundation (TX)
Charles M. & Faye G. Schayer Charitable Foundation (CO)
Maria S. Shapiro (NY)
The Carlynn and Lawrence Silverman Family Foundation Inc. (MD)
Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes (CA)
Iris & Michael Smith (CO)
Herbert A. Starr (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Tenn (AZ)
Tuchman Family Foundation (CO)
Tracy R. Wolstencroft (CT)

$50,000 – $99,999
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (TX)
Marshall & Helene Abrahams and Family (CO)
Arrow Electronics (CO)
Louve Arum/The Morris A. Hazan Family Foundation (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael H. Asher (CO)
Herman S. & Leyba H.* Blumenthal (VA)
Michael S. & Gena Blumenthal Foundation (CO)
Clifton and Rosalie Bolner Family Charitable Fund #2 of the San Antonio Area Foundation (TX)
Barbara Ann & Joseph J.* Carroll (NY)
CertiMark Corporation (PA)
I. Chera & Sons Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Steven & Robin Chotin & The Chotin Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Warren P. Cohen (CO)
Eugene F. & Easton M. Crawford Charitable Lead Unitrust (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Jared M. Drescher/The Drescher Foundation (MD)
Gregory Gershengorin (CO)
Joyce & Irving Goldman Family Foundation, Inc. (NY)
George and Reva Graziano Foundation (CA)
Harold & Rebecca H. Gross Foundation (CT)
Barry L. Hartglass (NY)
Litamae Hirschfeld Sher (CO)

$25,000 – $49,999
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (NY)
Anonymous (VA)
The Anschutz Foundation (CO)
Marian Aptechak Foundation (TX)
Baker Botts L.L.P. (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Brownstein (CO)
Fred J. Brunner Foundation (IL)
Brutzkus Gubner Rozansky Seror Weber LLP (CA)
CBRE (CA)
CBS Corporation (NY)
Otis H. Childs Trust (PA)
Col. Dixie K. Childs-Smith* (KS)
The Michele and Martin Cohen Family Foundation (NY)
William & Sandra Condon Family Foundation (CO)
The Denver Post Season to Share, a McCormick Foundation Fund (CO)
Design Works (CO)
Emmes Realty Advisors LLC (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney E. Forbes (MI)

Mr. & Mrs. Lee S. Neibart (CA)
Newmark Knight Frank (NY)
Padosi Foundation (HI)
Anne* & Murray Pasternack (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis C. Pell (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Blair E. Richardson (CO)
Rose Community Foundation (CO)
Dr. Michael S. Salem (CO)
David Salo (NV)
Leah R. & Alfred E. Schaefer Charitable Foundation (TX)
Charles M. & Faye G. Schayer Charitable Foundation (CO)
Maria S. Shapiro (NY)
The Carlynn and Lawrence Silverman Family Foundation Inc. (MD)
Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes (CA)
Iris & Michael Smith (CO)
Herbert A. Starr (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Tenn (AZ)
Tuchman Family Foundation (CO)
Tracy R. Wolstencroft (CT)

Anonymous (MA)
Anonymous (MD)
Anonymous (PA)
Anonymous (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard N. Baer (CO)
Peter E. Berger (CT)
Harold Bezmos (MI)
Antoinette E. & Herman Boehm Foundation (NY)
The Ike & Candy Brown Family Foundation (TX)
Garthe Brown and Grace L. Brown Fund II of The Oregon Community Foundation (OR)
Johnny Carson Foundation (CA)
The Mary K. Chapman Foundations (OK)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel F. Devoe (CA)
Edelstein Family Foundation (MN)
El Pomar Foundation (CO)
The Feil Family Foundation/Charitable Lead Annuity Trust Under the Will of Louis Feil (NY)
Feiner Enterprises/Feiner Family Foundation/ Mr. & Mrs. Michael A. Feiner (CO)
Judy & Larry J. Freeman Family Foundation (CA)
Victoria & Lloyd Goldman (NY)
The Hearst Foundations (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. A. Barry Hirschfeld (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred D. Hughes (TX)
The Jin Hua Foundation (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis M. Klingsheim (NJ)
Madeleine Larson (CO)
Alice B. Lawrence Foundation (NY)
Bonnie & David Mandarich (CO)
Edward Meckeneck (NY)
Ambrose Monell Foundation (NY)
National Mah Jongg League, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Lee S. Neibart (CA)
Newmark Knight Frank (NY)
Padosi Foundation (HI)
Anne* & Murray Pasternack (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Lewis C. Pell (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Blair E. Richardson (CO)
Rose Community Foundation (CO)
Dr. Michael S. Salem (CO)
David Salo (NV)
Leah R. & Alfred E. Schaefer Charitable Foundation (TX)
Charles M. & Faye G. Schayer Charitable Foundation (CO)
Maria S. Shapiro (NY)
The Carlynn and Lawrence Silverman Family Foundation Inc. (MD)
Dr. Antonio J. L. Simoes (CA)
Iris & Michael Smith (CO)
Herbert A. Starr (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Tenn (AZ)
Tuchman Family Foundation (CO)
Tracy R. Wolstencroft (CT)

Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (TX)
Marshall & Helene Abrahams and Family (CO)
Arrow Electronics (CO)
Louve Arum/The Morris A. Hazan Family Foundation (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael H. Asher (CO)
Herman S. & Leyba H.* Blumenthal (VA)
Michael S. & Gena Blumenthal Foundation (CO)
Clifton and Rosalie Bolner Family Charitable Fund #2 of the San Antonio Area Foundation (TX)
Barbara Ann & Joseph J.* Carroll (NY)
CertiMark Corporation (PA)
I. Chera & Sons Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Steven & Robin Chotin & The Chotin Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Warren P. Cohen (CO)
Eugene F. & Easton M. Crawford Charitable Lead Unitrust (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Jared M. Drescher/The Drescher Foundation (MD)
Gregory Gershengorin (CO)
Joyce & Irving Goldman Family Foundation, Inc. (NY)
George and Reva Graziano Foundation (CA)
Harold & Rebecca H. Gross Foundation (CT)
Barry L. Hartglass (NY)
Litamae Hirschfeld Sher (CO)

Robert C. James Family (WI)
Kowalski Family Foundation (CO)
Karen A. Kribs (CO)
Dave & Gail Liniger (CO)
The Litwin Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory B. Maffei (CO)
Margie Z. McNamara (CO)
Munn Foundation Inc. (CO)
Theodore Z"L & Maxine B. Murnick and Family (NJ)
Isidore C. & Penny W. Myers Foundation (CA)
Oscar T. Peters (CA)
The Jay and Rose Phillips Family Foundation of Colorado (CO)
The Reeves Foundation (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard R. Rogers (TX)
The Schramm Foundation (CO)
Walter Scott Foundation (AL)
Warehouse Associates (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Lenny M. Weinglass (CO)
Gary Weisbart (NM)
The Weissman Family (FL)
Your Castle Real Estate (CO)

$25,000 – $49,999
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (NY)
Anonymous (VA)
The Anschutz Foundation (CO)
Marian Aptechak Foundation (TX)
Baker Botts L.L.P. (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Norman Brownstein (CO)
Fred J. Brunner Foundation (IL)
Brutzkus Gubner Rozansky Seror Weber LLP (CA)
CBRE (CA)
CBS Corporation (NY)
Otis H. Childs Trust (PA)
Col. Dixie K. Childs-Smith* (KS)
The Michele and Martin Cohen Family Foundation (NY)
William & Sandra Condon Family Foundation (CO)
The Denver Post Season to Share, a McCormick Foundation Fund (CO)
Design Works (CO)
Emmes Realty Advisors LLC (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney E. Forbes (MI)

*Deceased
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Sheldon Friedstein (CO)
Max Goldenberg Foundation (IL)
Grand Aerie, Fraternal Order of Eagles/Max Baer Heart Fund (OH)
Jon & Mindy Gray Family Foundation (NY)
Greenberg Traurig (NY)
Janet E. Grove & Carolyn F. Greer Gigli (CA)
J & S Audio Visual (CO)
Jones Lang LaSalle Americas (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Frank R. Krejci (NE)
The Kuhn Family (NY)
Clarence V. LaGuardia Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Laude (ID)
James T. Lee Foundation/Wendy & Stephen Siegel (NY)
M & T Bank (NY)
Sally Brown McInnes & John McInnes Charitable Trust (NC)
MDC/Richmond American Homes Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. G. Gilmer Minor III (VA)
Morgan Stanley (NY)
Mortenson Construction (MN)
George & Julie Mosher Family Foundation (WI)
Northwood Investors LLC (NY)
Mary Margaret & Ed Palms (CO)
Moses L. Parshelsky Foundation (NY)
Pentz Family Foundation (GA)
Kate K. Piper (MN)
Vadim Nelson & Ludmila Potok (CO)
The Potts Memorial Foundation (NY)
Bruce C. Ratner (NY)
Judy W. Renick (TX)
Sally Fleeson Rimer (CO)
Rosenthal & Rosenthal Of California, Inc. (CA)
Rebecca Runyon Bryan (AL)
Salon National La Boutique Des Huit Chapeaux et Quarante Femmes (FL)
Diane K. Shah Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Shoot For The Cure (AK)
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, LLP/Harvey R. Uris (NY)
Marc & Kelly Steron/Shanahan’s Steakhouse (CO)
Beth Sufian & James Passamano/ Sufian & Passamano LLP (TX)
Elisabeth W. Szegho (IL)
Tepper Family Foundation (CO)
Jerome E. Toffler Private Foundation (SD)
Mary Jean and Oliver Travers Foundation, Inc. (MD)
Dr. William M. Troetel & Dr. Barbara R.* Troetel (NY)
Wal-Dot Foundation (TX)
Mark & Lisa J. Walsh Foundation (NY)
Sherman L. Weitzman (AZ)
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (MN)
Willkie Farr & Gallagher (NY)
David M. Wilson (MD)
Anne P. Young (CO)
$15,000 – $24,999
5 Penn Plaza LLC (NY)
Aon Foundation (IL)
ARES Management, LLC (CA)
Christopher B. Asplundh Family Fund of The Philadelphia Foundation (PA)
AXS Group (CO)
The Bacon Family Foundation (CO)
Bastion (CO)
Joanne & Billy Berghold (MT)
Robert Black Charitable Foundation, Bank of America, N.A., Trustee (NY)
Bow River Capital Partners (CO)
Dr. Edward Burka (MD)
Joseph & Trina Cayre Foundation, Inc. (NY)
CIT Group, Inc. (NJ)
CeCe Cohen (CO)
Connected Apparel Co. LLC/ Jodi Kristopher Inc./Tantum Apparel (CA)
Martha E. Crothers (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Jon Diamond (IL)/Jon & Susan Diamond Family Foundation (FL)
Lindsey & R. Stanton Dodge (CO)
The Dreman Foundation Inc (FL)
Eastdil Secured, LLC (NY)
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company (NY)
Foundation For Sarcoiosis Research (IL)
Franciscan Friars of Holy Name Province/ May Bonfils Stanton Memorial Fund (NY)
Gitlitz Family Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Greiner/Greiner Electric (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. John Grier (CO)
Bruce & Rocky* Haston (WY)
The Honorable & Mrs. John W. Hickenlooper (CO)
Virginia W. Hill Foundation (CO)
The Holliday Foundation (NY)
Merril W. Hume (CO)
Hyde Park Jewelers (CO)
Integrated Property Management Inc. (CO)
Jamestown (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Jay (TX)
Kauffman Foundation Matching Gifts Program (MO)
The Ethel & Allyn Kendis Family Charitable Trust (OH)
Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP (NY)
Kushner Companies (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Allen Lapporte (IL)
The Lehman Family Charitable Foundation (TX)
LibertyGives Foundation (CO)
Diane Lynn Foundation Inc. (FL)
Connie G. McArthur & Patricia A. Klingle (CO)
Marshall and Margherite McComb Foundation (CA)
The McDowell Family Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Myron M. Miller (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin I. Moskovitz/The Moskovitz Family Foundation (CA)
National Empysema Foundation (CT)
Stephanie Neitzel (CO)
O’Melveny & Myers LLP (CA)
Otterbourg P.C. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Brian Parks (CO)
Leonard M.* & Alice Perlmutter/Leonard & Alice Perlmutter Foundation (CO)
The PNC Financial Services Group (PA)
The Red Apple Group (NY)
Republic National Distributing Company (CO)
Royal Abstract (NY)
Savills (NY)
Charles & Mildred Schnurmacher Foundation Inc. (NY)
Schomp Honda (CO)
Dale Schubel/The Schubel Family Foundation, Inc. (MD)
SCL Health System, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Semple (CO)
Charles and M. R. Shapiro Foundation, Inc. (IL)
Larry & Anna Simon (CT)
SL Green Management LLC (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. David N. Sonnenblick/Sonnenblick-Eichner Company (CA)
Square Mile Capital Management LLC (NY)
Stawski Partners (NY)
Streer Family Foundation, Inc. (CO)
Lester Sutker (IL)
Earl C. and Elizabeth Toutz Charitable Trust (MO)
Harry W. Vicksman & Louis L. Vicksman (WI)
Albert T. White (TX)
Paul R. & Anna Lee White Family Charitable Trust (CO)
Lisa Williams (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. William T. Williams (VA)
York International Agency, LLC (NY)
Meghan & Evan Zucker (CO)
$10,000 – $14,999
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (NY)
Anonymous (PA)
Anonymous (WI)
Agena Bioscience (CA)
Albuquerque Community Foundation, Cinco Amigos Fund (NM)
Margaret Sue & Harvey Allon (CO)
AMG National Trust Bank (CO)
AmTrust Title (NY)
Joel D. Aron (VA)
Ashner Family Evergreen Foundation (NY)
Audi Denver (CO)
Franklin D. Azar (CO)
The Azeez Foundation (FL)
The Azeez Foundation (FL)
Bain Family Foundation (CO)
*Deceased
Bank of America Corp. (RI)
Bank Hapoalim (NY)
Sandra A. Bass (NY)
Beena Electrical Corp. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Chuck R. Bellock (CO)
The Honorable & Mrs. Jeff Bingaman (NM)
Sheila M. Black & Russell Cranswick (CO)
Blank Rome, LLP (PA)
A. J. Block Jr. (GA)
Martin and Mary L. Boyer Foundation (IL)
Breal Consulting Limited (England)
Brookfield (ON)
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP (CO)
Buchalter (CA)
Paul & Pearl Caslow Foundation (IL)
Center BMW (CA)
Donald Chaiken/Donald & Carole Chaiken Foundation (CA)
Change Capital (NY)
The Charatan Holm Family Foundation Inc. (NY)
Choate Hall & Stewart, LLP (MA)
Citizens Bank (GA)
CLK Properites (NY)
Cohen Family Foundation (NY)
Marianne W.M. Cohn* (LA)
Karen Colt-Pasternack/The Fred & Karen Pasternack Foundation Fund (CO)
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company (NY)
Copic Insurance Company (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Corley (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. James Q. Crowe (CO)
The Crown Family (IL)
Kenneth I. Daniels (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jay M. Davis (GA)
Steven C. Demby & Faye E. Demby (CO)
Deutsche Bank (NY)
Diamonds in the Rough (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph A. DiGregorio (NM)
Jill Docking (KS)
William H. Ellsworth Foundation (RI)
Sydney Engel (NY)
Estreich & Company (NY)
Extell Development Company (KY)
Farber Boys Family LLP (CO)
W. Dennis Ferriel (FL)
Fetner Properties (NY)
First American Title Insurance Company (AZ)
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer US LLP (NY)
The Claire Friedlander Family Foundation (NY)
FRP Advisory LLP (England)
FTI Consulting Inc. (NY)
Furrer Foundation (IL)
Tom and Margie Gart Family Fund (CO)
Chaya Albert Genesis Charitable Fund of Triangle Community Foundation (NC)
Georgia A. George (NY)
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP (CA)
Leslie & Bruce Gifford/360 Sweater (CA)
Goldberg Kohn, Ltd. (IL)
Herman Goldman Foundation (NY)
Gordon Brothers Co. (MA)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry W. Gray (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Greco (IL)
Greenberg Traurig, LLP (GA)
Paul Hagedorn/The Hagedorn Family Charitable Fund, Inc. (GA)
Hahn & Hessen, LLP (NY)
Elaine B. Helfman (TX)
Hilco Industrial, LLC (IL)
Hilco Trading, LLC (IL)
Hilco Valuation Services, LLC (IL)
Holland & Knight LLP (FL)
Jet Linx (NE)
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Johnson Sr. (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Paul D. Joseph (OH)
JP Morgan Chase & Co. (OH)
Suzanne T. & Irving D. Karpas Jr. Foundation Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Keats/Keats Family Foundation, Inc. (FL)
R. C. Kemper Charitable Trust, UMB, n.a. TTEE (MO)
Sidney Kohl Family Foundation (FL)
Thomas R. Kowalski (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Steven D. Kris (CO)
Harriet & Jeffrey Legum (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Harris J. Levey (CA)
Mark Levinson/Thompson Coburn LLP (CA)
Warren G. Lichtenstein (CO)
Lockton Companies of Colorado, Inc. (CO)
Paul L. MacCaskill (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Philip S. Malinsky (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence A. Marsiello (NY)
MuirGReeds (VA) LLP
Leslie A. Mendelson (CA)
David & Laura Merage Foundation (CO)
Mercedes-Benz of Denver (CO)
Dr. Laurie Michaels & David Bodner (TX)
Miller Global Properties, LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. James H. Miller (CO)
Henry B. Mohr (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Steven Mooney (CO)
Morse Family Foundation (CO)
Moss Adams LLP (CA)
Noble/Suffolk, A Joint Venture, LLC (NJ)
Michael Passmore & Kathryn A. Paul (CO)
Pema Foundation, Inc. (CO)
Dr. Murray Pepper & The Honorable Vicki Reynolds Pepper (CA)
Essie Perlmutter/Perlmutter Family Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Edmund A. Perwien (TX)
PLM Foundation (NY)
Potter Anderson & Corroon LLP (DE)
Prime Finance Partners (NY)
Pryor Cashman Sherman & Flynn LLP (NY)
Quality King Distributors (NY)
Racmar Foundation (TX)
Marjorie & Stephen E. Raphael (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. George J. R. Records (OK)
The Renc Group, Inc. (NY)
Diane Goss Reynolds (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward A. Robinson/Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Robinson/Robinson Management, LLC (CO)
Robert Roney (MI)
Marvin Rosenberg (OH)
Santander Bank, N.A. (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Rich A. Schierburg/ Peregrine Group Development, LLC (CO)
Schimberg Memorial Fund (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard T. Schlosberg III (TX)
Michael K. Schonbrun & Susan E. Juroe (CO)
Sherman & Howard, LLC (CO)
Smith Richardson Foundation, Inc. (NC)
Kenneth F. Sokol (NV)
David A. Stein Charitable Trust (FL)
Milton I. and Frances L. Stiefel Foundation (KS)
Bradley, Ronon, Stevens & Young, LLP (PA)
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP (NY)
Swanton Foundation (CA)
Taconic Investment Partners LLC (NY)
Joan Tamkin (CA)
The Doris & Stanley Tananbaum Foundation (NY)
TD Bank, N.A. (ME)
William H. Theus (SC)
The Donald Toibin Fund (MA)
Trautman & Shreve, Inc. (CO)
Triumph Savings Bank (TX)
UMB Bank Colorado, N.A. (CO)
United Refrigeration, Inc. (PA)
Nancy & Nick Uppal (MI)
US Engineering Company (MO)
Gina Vecchiarelli (CO)
ViewHouse DTC (CO)
Weldlake Bell LLP (UK)
Western Region Retail Marketing (CA)
White Oak Commercial Finance, LLC (FL)
Winston & Strawn, LLP (NY)
The Melvin & Elaine Wolf Foundation Inc. (CO)
Zuma Sportsweir, LLC (CA)

$5,000 – $9,999
Anonymous (AZ)
Anonymous (3) (CO)
Anonymous (IL)
Colleen Abdoulah (CO)
ABM Industry Groups, LLC (NY)
AboutSkin Dermatology and DermSurgery, PC (CO)
Ann Adams (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Adam J. Agron (CO)
Alliance Building Services (NY)
Theodore J. Alpert & Marsha L. Alpert (CO)
The Altman Family Foundation (NY)
The Joel L. Altman Foundation, Inc. (FL)
Linda & Earle Altman (NY)

*Deceased
Leon Apteckar Fund of the El Paso Community Foundation (TX)
Stuart Aronson (CT)
Sandra J. Ash (NY)
BankUnited, N.A. (FL)
Elise & Brian Barish (CO)
Linda Barrett (CA)
BDO USA, LLP (CA)
Beacon Hill Realty & Management of Colorado (CO)
Bella + Canvas, LLC (CA)
Bender West Foundation (DE)
P. Bruce and Virginia C. Benson Foundation (CO)
Gail K. Bernstein (CA)
The Bethesda Foundation Inc. (MD)
BKD Foundation (MO)
BKD, LLP (MO)
The Eleanor Blackford Colvin Fund of the Pikes Peak Community Foundation (CO)
Mike & Bobbie Borky (CO)
Michael D. Boxer (NY)
Braddock Financial Corporation (CO)
Branan Sand & Gravel (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Robert S. Bray Jr. (CA)
Breslalwsky Family Trust (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Drew K. Brownstein (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. L. Roger Hutson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Marc L. Holtzman (CO)
Mark Holbreich, MD (IN)
Dr. Richard Hodosh (CO)
Hirtle, Callaghan & Company (AZ)
Dr. Richard Hodosh (CO)
Mark Holbreich, MD (IN)
Mr. & Mrs. Marc L. Holtzman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Helpern (NY)
Dr. Monica Kraft (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth S. Kranzberg (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Jepsen (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Joblon (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. K. T. Johnson Jr. (CA)
Carol L. Johnston (MI)
JP Morgan (CA)
Kaback Enterprises Inc. (NY)
Kara Love Project (CA)
Katten Muchin Rosenman Foundation (IL)
Dr. Cyrus Katzen Foundation, Inc. (VA)
Elizabeth A. Keat (NJ)
Dale Keats Lipnick (FL)
The Rollie R. Kelley Family Foundation Fund (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Kerns (GA)
Kirkland & Ellis Foundation (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Knapp (NE)
Donald L. Kortz & Mary Lou Blackledge Kortz (CO)
Martin J. and Susan B. Kozak Fund at The Chicago Community Foundation (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Kraft (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. George N. Lenyo (MI)
Sheila & Sandy Lewis (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Joblon (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Jepsen (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Monty Loud (CO)
Lunada Bay Corporation (CA)
Elliott J. Mahler & Carole Vollman Mahler (FL)
The Diane and Darryl Mallah Family Foundation (NY)
Mandelbaum Salsburg P.C. (NJ)
Mark H. Mandell (NY)
The Mann Charitable Foundation (NY)
Mann Publications, Inc. (NY)
Winston Mar (CA)
Marco Bicego USA, Inc. (CA)
Marcum LLP (NY)
The Marcus Foundation, Inc. (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael P. Marshall Sr. (WY)
Mr. & Mrs. J. Landis Martin (CO)
Mickey Marvins (TX)
Wilbur May Foundation (CA)
Mazars USA LLP (NY)
MB Financial Bank (IL)
McClure Hill (CO)

*Deceased
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen McConahey/Stephen McConahey Family Foundation (CO)
Derek Meade (NY)
Louis R. & Dorothy M. Meister Foundation (CO)
Merchant Factors (NY)
Metrovest Equities Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Meyers (NV)
MINDset Direct (VA)
Barry Mintoff/The Suzy, Nancy and Carol Mintoff Charitable Fund (MD)
Ronnie Mitzen (GA)
Molitor Family Foundation (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. David Moore (NY)
Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Morgridge (CO)
Morrison & Foerster LLP (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Brad Morse (CO)
Mortenson Construction (CO)
Lee S. Murnick (NY)
Nakash Family Foundation (NY)
Joseph S. Nelson & Anne P. MacDonald (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon M. Newman (NV)
Carol D. Nichols (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Dustin Nyhus (CO)
Morton & Carole Olshan Foundation Inc (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. William C. Olson (NV)
Georgie Ortiz (NM)
Palos Verdes Footwear, Inc (CA)
Parker, Hudson, Rainer & Dobbs LLP (GA)
Rabbi Mark A. Peilen (AL)
People's United Business Capital (CT)
Podell, Schwartz, Schechter & Banfield, LLP (NY)
Margaret K. Porter (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Potamkin (CO)
Ron and Mary Pott Family Foundation (CO)
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (TX)
Barbara & Wayne Pritchett/Carol Machover/ Ellen & David Horowitz (NY)
Providence Industries (CA)
Prudential Financial, Inc. (NJ)
Phyllis L. Pullman (NY)
Quality Building Services Corp. (NY)
Carol Quinn (NY)
Harry W. Rabb Foundation (CO)
RCG Longview (NY)
Regions Bank (AL)
Reilly Pozner LLP (CO)
Richardson Kontogouris Emerson, LLP (CA)
Riener & Braunstein LLP (MA)
RK Foundation (DE)
RK Mechanical, Inc. (CO)
William Rosenberg Family Foundation (CO)
Rosenthal & Rosenthal, Inc. (NY)
Ruth D. Rosin (IL)
Roth Capital Partners (CA)
Marcia and Philip Rothblum Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Irene B. Rubenstein* (FL)
Joseph B. Rubin (NJ)
RubinBrown LLP (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Noel R. Ryan Jr. (CA)
Jack Saltz (NY)
Nita-Joan Sams (LA)
Jeffrey A. Samuels/Wilk Auslander LLP (NY)
Helen & Harry Saul Foundation, Inc. (GA)
SCC - Soft Computer (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B. Scheffres (MD)
Schindler Elevator Corporation (NY)
Schlessman Family Foundation, Inc. (CO)
Dr. Helmut Schwab (WI)
Shea Properties Management Company, Inc. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark E. Shure (IL)
Signature Bank (NY)
Beverly Silver-Bachrach (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry R. Silverman (CA)
Ethan Silverstein (NY)
Judith & Ken Simon (CO)
Singer Family Foundation Inc. (CO)
Smith Mandel & Associates, LLP (CA)
Spencer Fane LLP (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. John G. Spiegelman (CO)
Spruce Capital Partners (NY)
St. Vincent De Paul Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Victor P.* & Mary Ann Stabio (CO)
Debbie & Stuart Steinberg (CA)
The Liz & Emanuel Stern Charitable Fund (CA)
Dr. Melvin Stern (MD)
Ellen E. Stewart & Donald Vancil (CO)
Stifel, Nicolaus & Company Inc (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Stolper (CO)
Stony Apparel Corp. (CA)
Strata Resources Inc. (CO)
Structural Consultants, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Peter M. Sullivan (DC)
Syntric Investment Counsel (CO)
Tall Pines Capital LLC (NY)
Janet K. Taylor (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Harold A. Thau (CO)
Trice Jewelers (CO)
Moshe Tsabag/Velvet Heart (CA)
United Airlines (CO)
University Physicians, Inc. (CO)
Abby A. Van Pelt (PA)
Peter Van Veen (CO)
Vista Investments, LLC (CA)
Lucille Waldman (NY)
Jerome M. Waler (CO)
Waters, McPherson, McNeill, P.C. (NJ)
Webster Business Credit Corp. (CT)
The Weitz Company (CO)
Wild Horses Apparel (CA)
Wilentz Goldman & Spitzer (NJ)
Darwin D. Wilie (AZ)
The Williams Family Foundation (CO)
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr (CO)
Steven M. Woodward (CO)
Peter J. Worth/Alliant Insurance
Services (NY)
Xcel Energy (CO)
Z 4 Property LLC (CO)
Z Supply, LLC (CA)
The Anne and Henry Zarrow Foundation (OK)
Mr. & Mrs. David Zaterman (CO)
Scott Zecher (NY)
The Harold Zepelin Living Trust (MI)
$1,000 – $4,999
Anonymous (2) (AZ)
Anonymous (3) (CA)
Anonymous (2) (CO)
Anonymous (MA)
Anonymous (NC)
Anonymous (NM)
Anonymous (OH)
Anonymous (WA)
1023248 Ontario Inc. (ON)
1stWest Background Due Diligence LLC (CO)
5280 Magazine (CO)
801 Chophouse Denver (CO)
Imogene Abelson (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeremy Abelson (CO)
Dr. Gertrude Abramson (FL)
Accardo Engineering PLLC (NY)
Active Apparel, Inc. (CA)
Gary Adams (CO)
S. Lorraine Adams (CO)
William J. & Scarlett Adams (UT)
Advantage Title Agency Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. John L. Agnello (NY)
Air Stream Air Conditioning Corp. (NY)
Alban Group (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Harold B. Albert (FL)
Albuquerque Publishing Co. (NM)
Dr. Jandel T. Allen-Davis & Anthony Davis (CO)
Alliance Elevator Company (AZ)
Margaret A. Allington (NE)
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan Alpert (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Leland J. Alpert (CO)
Altitude Sports Radio (CO)
The Nan H. Allmayer Charitable Trust (AL)
Michael Alvandi (NY)
David Amato (ON)
AmazonSmile Foundation (WA)
Amerimar Realty Company (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Anderson (CA)
Jay & Susan Anderson (NY)
Kathryn J. Anderson & Patrick D. Speranza (AK)
Paula R. Andrews (CO)
Robert D. Andring (MN)
Andersen Morton Company (CO)
June Anskie (PA)
AOR Inc (CO)
Lawrence Appel (NY)
The Howard & Nikki Applebaum Foundation (CA)
Appraisers & Planners Inc. (NY)

*Deceased
Former Asthma Patient Runs 100th Half-Marathon for National Jewish Health

Fifty years after receiving life-saving asthma care at National Jewish Health, Kevin Buron used his passion for running to raise funds for the hospital.

“By the time I was 2, I had been hospitalized eight times, and the doctors that were treating me in the Chicago area were not able to get my asthma under control,” said Buron, who now lives in St. Paul, Minnesota. “The doctors told my parents they needed another solution, as they were out of options.”

National Jewish Health was the solution. “My grandmother and I took a train to Denver, and National Jewish Health became my home for the next 18 months,” said Buron. “National Jewish Health never charged my family for any of the services I received.”

Hospital faculty and staff provided outstanding care and treatment, educated Kevin’s parents about asthma, and ultimately helped him gain control of his condition. He said his parents credited National Jewish Health with saving his life.

While traveling through Denver recently, Kevin and his wife, Michelle, visited the nation’s leading respiratory hospital. They were impressed by what they saw, and Kevin became inspired to give back by raising funds for the hospital’s Pediatric Sleep Center.

Children in the Pediatric Sleep Center are evaluated for sleep disorders, such as sleep apnea and restless sleep, as well as for problems falling or staying asleep. Pediatric sleep experts determine the cause of each child’s sleep disorder and develop personalized recommendations to improve their quality of life. Patients have access to the latest pediatric clinical trials and most effective treatments to help them get the sleep they desperately need.

In May, Buron, an avid runner, collected and matched contributions in honor of his participation in his 100th half-marathon, which he ran in Lake Minnetonka, Minnesota. “I wanted to say thank you for what National Jewish Health did for my family and me so many years ago,” Buron said. “Achieving this milestone would not have been possible without the incredible care I received as a child.”
GexPro (CO)
Roger A. & Patrice A.* Gibson (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Gilbert (NY)
Gilbert Foundation (IL)
Henry W. Gilbert (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Laurence Gilbert/Gilbert Family Fund (NY)
Robert Gladstone Family Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Ruth and Jack Glantz Family Foundation Inc. (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Chad Glauser (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Glauser (CO)
W. Darby Glenn III, MD (FL)
Robert C. & Shirley A. Gochee (IL)
Josh Gold Photography (CO)
Andrew Goldberg (NY)
Gene Rosalie & Susan Goldberg Fund/Comprehensive Jewish Philanthropies (MA)
Matthew Goldsmith (QC)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E. Goldsmith (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry J. Goldstein (CO)
Dr. Fred H. Greenberg (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Loring Green (AZ)
Mary Lu W. Greear (FL)
Great Rock Capital Partners (CT)
Mary Lu W. Greear (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Lori Green (AZ)
Dr. Fred H. Greenberg (NY)
Greenberg Glusker Fields Claman and Machtinger, LLP (CA)
Paul Greenberg (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Greenspan (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen H. Greenspan (GA)
Gregory's Fine Jewelry (FL)
Charles P. Gresham (CA)
Greystone & Co., Inc. (NY)
Renee and Martin Gross Family Foundation (CO)
Grossberg Company, LLP (MD)
Dr. & Mrs. John A. Grossman (CO)
Dr. Joseph H. Groveman (NY)
David A. Gurka (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Gutterman (CA)
James K. Gyurman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce S. Haas (FL)
Howard & Carol Hahn (NE)
The Alex & Sally Halfy Family Foundation (TX)
Chris Hall (England)
Megan Hamilton (CO)
Joshua Hanfling (CO)
James Hanig (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Haim Harel (NY)
Marguerite D. Hark (IL)
Richard P. Harland (DC)
Allyson Harman (FL)
Harmony Fund, Inc. (NJ)
The Honorable Harris L. Hartz (NM)
Margaret I. Hazlett (OH)
HB Construction (NM)
Health Resource Services (WA)
The Heffner Fund (OH)
Dr. Gary L. Heisserer & Karla M. Fennick (MO)
The Heitler Fund (CO)
Martha Heller (MS)
Help the Children Breathe (NY)
Douglas D. Herrmann (DE)
Dr. Ronny Herskovits & Dr. Beth Gross (NY)
Hertz, Herson & Company, LLP (NY)
Lorraine Higbie (CO)
Hilco Real Estate, LLC (IL)
Hildun Corporation (NY)
Merle Hilliard Charitable Trust (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Hilliard (CA)
Martha D. Hills (KS)
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald D. Hines (TX)
Hirsch Family Trust (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Glenn A. Hirsch (CO)
Harriette E. Hirsch (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Joel Hirschtritt/Hirschtritt Family Foundation (NY)
Victoria G. Hochberg (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey L. Hochman (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Hoffman (NC)
Johanna M. Hohle (SD)
Mr. & Mrs. Martin J. Holland (NY)
Linda & Mel Holtzman (CA)
Hookedoo Foundation Inc. (GA)
James Horowitz & Nicole Giantonio (CO)
Taiping Huang (CO)
Hilbert R. Hubble (MD)
Aaron Hughes (UK)
Humble Pie (CO)
Huntington National Bank (OH)
Aaron Hyatt (CO)
Patricia M. Hynes (CO)
Ibex Investors (CO)
IBM International Foundation Matching Grants Program (NY)
Sherrill Ice (CO)
Imperial Parking Systems (16) 650 Parking Corp. (NY)
Innovating Worthy Projects Foundation (FL)
Interface Communications Co. (CO)
International Business Machines Corporation (NY)
Matthew Iseman (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. James Isenhour (CO)
Israel Discount Bank (NY)
Issacs Brothers, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Allan S. Ivascu (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Jackson (CO)
Sara Jackson (CO)
Katherine Jacobi (KY)
Mr. & Mrs. Alan L. Jacobs (NY)
The Howard G. & Samita B. Jacobs Foundation (CA)
Gregory Jacobson (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Norman K. Jacobson (FL)
Steve & Sybil Jaffe (CA)
John H. Jardine (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Darrell Jennings (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Jennings (CO)
Robert N. Jensen Jr. (CA)
Jerome Aluminum Products Corporation (NY)
Jerrick Associates, Inc. (NY)
Kate Jewell (CO)
Johnson & Johnson Matching Gifts Program (NJ)
Johnson Controls, Inc. (CO)
Theodora Johnson (GA)
Betty Jones (NC)
Joe R. Jones (OK)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas S. Jones (NM)
Sarah Judd (KY)
Mr. & Mrs. John Jumonville (CO)
Kaiser Permanente (CO)
Mark Kalkus (CO)
Elizabeth Kalodner (NY)
Kamlet LLP (CO)
Kanaris Contracting, Corp. (NY)
Karen Kane Co. Inc. (CA)
James C. Kapua (CO)
Adam Kaplan (CO)
Kaplan Family Foundation (FL)
John W. Kappler, PhD & Philippa C. Marrack, PhD (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew Karazim (IN)
Mayanne S. Karmin (MD)
Barry A. Kastner (FL)
Florrie A. Katchen (CO)
Barry A. Kastner (FL)
Mayanne S. Karmin (MD)
*Deceased
Keleher Realty Inc. (NM)
Keller & Almassian, PLC (MI)
Kaleigh Kemmerly (CA)
Joan S. Kemp (CA)
Kenilworth Equities Ltd. (NY)
Ann Kennedy (CA)
Julie & Steve Kenney (NE)
Casey Kent (CO)
Kentwood (CO)
Mary J. Kershaw (WY)
Dr. Sharon Kessler (FL)
Lawrence Kentin (NY)
Keybank National Association (NY)
Armen Khachaturian (NY)
Andrew D. King (CO)
King's Jewelry and Loans (CA)
Kirschner-Bookatz Family Foundation (TX)
The Kirschner Foundation Fund (OK)
Leslie S. Kite (CA)
Robert J. Klaskin (FL)
Edward A. Klein (CA)
Martin Kleinfeld (FL)
Dr. & Mrs. Kevin D. Kleinheimer (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Kleinstein (CO)
KM Associates of New York Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Kneuttel (CO)
Norman Ko (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Koenig (MD)
Avrom B. Kopelman (CT)
Carol Kosberg (FL)
Robert Kossman (CO)
Stephen Kotler (CA)
KPMG, LLP (TX)
Evalyn A. Kragh (CA)
Kroenke Sports Enterprises, LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Bryan C. Krug (CO)
Kroenke Sports Enterprises, LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Ryan C. Krug (CO)
Kucker & Bruh, LLP (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Peter A. Kudla (CO)
Alan M. & Karen Kurzman (TX)
Karl Kuykendall (TX)
LA-Colorado Industries, Inc./Markal (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry M. Lafflin (CO)
Esther Lainis (NJ)
Lori Lambelet (NM)
Cecelia Lance (VT)
Ana E. Landa (CO)
Michael Lapporte Family Charitable Fund of
The Jewish Community Foundation of the
East Bay (CO)
Betty G. Laughlin (FL)
Victor C. Laughlin, M.D. Memorial
Foundation Trust (OH)
Hervey R. Lavoie (CO)
Marta J. Lawrence (CT)
LCS Restoration Corp. (NY)
The Learning Experience (FL)
Lore F. Leder Foundation Trust (CT)
Dr. & Mrs. Jeffrey G. Leflein (MI)
Chris Legner (CO)
Barbara A. Leidner (FL)
Jerry Leigh of California (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Leiser (CO)
Lamar Leland (CA)
Kristine A. Lennon (CA)
Earlene Leonard (FL)
Helaine Lerner (NY)
Dr. & Mrs. Jerry D. Levine (CO)
Jeffrey Liebenstein (NY)
The Lighting Agency, Inc. (CO)
Sheryl Lindenbaum (NY)
Diane Lindholm (MI)
Leventhal & Puga, P.C. (CO)
Levin Sitcoff PC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Edwin Levine (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Gary D. Levine (CO)
Dr. Ian Levinson (CO)
Leventhal & Puga, P.C. (CO)
Richard & Carol Lipscomb (TX)
George H. Lipton (GA)
Daniel Litzman (CO)
Bevin E. Littlehale (NY)
Live Wire LLC (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Livingston (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Matt Livingston (CO)
LivMobil (CO)
LLL Insurance Brokerage (FL)
Stacey & Keith M. Locker (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. N. Steven Lucas (CO)
The Luminescence Foundation, Inc. (VA)
Marshall Maher/Mahi & Associates, Inc. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew J. Lustig (NY)
M & M Mechanical Contractors Inc. (NY)
Milo10, Inc (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. James MacGregor (NY)
The Madison Group Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Steven C. Maestas (NM)
Sheldon Magazine (MD)
Magna Global Trading, LLC (CA)
Nancy E. Makowski (HI)
John & Mary Lee Malcolm (DC)
The Malek Family Charitable Trust/
Frederic V.* & Marlene Malek (VA)
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Q. Mandel (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Mandelbaum (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Charles H. Mandell (FL)
Judith Mann Trust (RI)
Marcella’s Denver (CO)
Marcum LLP (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jonathan A. Marrenzino (CO)
Marketing Management Group Inc (NY)
Marks Paneth LLP (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Marranzino (CO)
Scott Marsh (CO)
Gayla Martin (NM)
Janet A. Martin (CA)
Martini Akpovi Partners, LLP (CA)
Natalie Massaro (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Massman (TX)
Bob Masten (CO)
Jason Matthes (MO)
William May (CA)
Steven & Laura Mayer Family Foundation (CA)
MC Gowan Builders Inc. (NJ)
Dorothy McCabe (FL)
Roberta McCain (DC)
Mr. & Mrs. Hunter McConnell Jr. (CA)
Sherman & Cathy McCorkle/Sandia
Science & Technology Park Development
Corporation (NM)
Anne L. McCracken Rogers & James E.
Rogers (VA)
Linda McDonough (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry D. McGee (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Archie J. McGill (AZ)
Irmah McGovney Family Foundation (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark McKeag (MA)
Charles McKenney (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey J. McLane (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Justin M. Mc sorrow (CO)
Meadowbrook, Inc. (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. David Mears (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Melman (CA)
Steven A. Mellman (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Ari Z. Melmed (CO)
Meridian Fire and Security, LLC (CO)
Metco Landscape, Inc. (CO)
Metropolitan Commercial Bank (NY)
Meyercore Advisors (NJ)
MFB Realty LLC (NY)
Paulette K. Mihelich (MI)
Craig Milius (CO)
Mindy H. Miller (CO)
Linda E. Miller-Ciriachi (OH)
Millice Group, Ltd. (CO)
Cameron Mitchell Restaurants (OH)
Mix 100 Radio (CO)
Dr. Charles W. Eileen A. Mohler (WY)
Chris D. Molin (GA)
Monterra Family Foundation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Moon (MT)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Moorman IV (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerome Morgan (CA)
Michelle Morgridge & Nathan Angell (CO)
Duane Morris LLP (NY)
Sally N. Morris (CO)

*Deceased
Lyle H. Peacock (WI)
Peak Beverage (CO)
Pearlgreen Corporation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Pearlstone (MD)
Harry Peisch & Kathryn E. Fleck
Peisch (CO)
Pelagic Capital Advisors, LLC (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Pemberton (MD)
Eliot Penn (CO)
Arnold S. Penner Foundation, Inc. (NY)
Clare Pennington (CO)
Devra Perch (CO)
Robert Perlman (NV)
Essie Perlmutter (FL)
Dr. Paul K. Perry (FL)
Perry, Van Etten, Rozanski & Primavera, LLP (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Felix Petrillo (NY)
Andrea Petro (TX)
Pincus Paul Restricted Fund (VA)
Pinnacle Business Solutions (CT)
Piper Jaffray & Co. (MN)
Carole Pittelman (NY)
Platinum Maintenance (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Craig Platt (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Plummer (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Matthew Pluss (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark H. Polani (FL)
Robert G. Pollock (TX)
The Richard & Shirley Pomerantz Foundation (FL)
Patricia Ponte (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Laszlo Pook (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. William T. Poole Jr. (KY)
Rebecca A. Pott (CO)
Marian E. Pounder (PA)
Prime Finance (CA)
Principio Management, LLC (CO)
Timothy R. Prout (CO)
Quantum Capital Partners (CA)
Quivey-Bay State Foundation (NE)
Jennifer Rabinowitz (NY)
Fred Raccosta (NY)
RAND Engineering & Architecture, DPC (NY)
Randall Family Fund (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. William K. Randall (OR)
RAS Management Advisors LLC (AL)
Dennis F. Ratner & Julianne White (VA)
Dennis P. Ratner (NY)
Liliane & Andrew Ratner (NY)
Loel C. Ray (AZ)
Charles L. Reid Foundation (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Dewey Reams (GA)
Sydney B. Reding (OK)
Redmond & Associates (ON)
Reed Smith LLP (IL)
Prof. Nancy J. Reichman & Charles R.
Gwirtsman (CO)
Dr. John J. Reilly Jr. (CO)
Lee Reinhardt (CO)
Richard and Marianne Reinisch Foundation (IL)
Karl Reinitz (MD)
Vincent A. Repaci (NY)
Republic Business Credit, LLC (LA)
Rexel Holdings USA (TX)
David M. Reza/Milberg Factors, Inc. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Martin S. Riback (FL)
Linda Rice (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel A. Rich (CO)
John Paul Richard, Inc. (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark J. Richards (CO)
Stephen Rickles (CO)
Miriam Rieder (FL)
Carolyn G. & James F.* Rightmyer (CO)
The Riklin Charitable Trust (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Greg L. Rimling (TX)
Eleanor L. Riseman (NV)
Ritholz Levy Fields LLP (NY)
Edward Rivalsky Jr. (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. Ralf Rivera (CO)
Margaret Rivers Fund (MN)
RKF (NY)
RNC Industries, LLC (NY)
Alan J. Robel (IL)
Roberts & Holland, LLP (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey S. Robinson (CO)
Jerry B. Robinson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. M. Russ Robinson (TX)
Rockrose Development Corp. (NY)
Rocky Mountain Power Generation (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. James C. Roe (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Jerrald J. Roehl (NM)
R.D. Jeffrey Rogers (ON)
Jack Rohr (CO)
Marjorie A. Rohrig (CO)
The Honorable Edward L. Romero (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Neal Rose (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry W. Rosen (VA)
Jay Rosen (FL)
Jay Rosen (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Rosen (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Stanton D. Rosenbaum (CO)
Maier Rosenberg (CA)
Anne K. Rosenblum (VA)
Babs Rosenkranz (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Rosenson (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Rosenthal (CO)
Dr. Sharon Rosenthal (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Lyle Rosenzweig (FL)
Dr. Michael B. Rosenzweig (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Eric A. Rothfeld (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. John Rowland (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Z. Rubinstein (NY)
Roslyn Ruder (NY)
Christopher Rudy (CO)
David S. Sabih & Anna Swartley (CA)
Richard Sabourin (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sacks (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. James P. Sadowsky (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Dudley W. Morton (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Yuval Moskovich (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Ben Moss (CT)
Mountain Chalet - Aspen (CO)
Multimedia Audio Visual (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jay M. Murnick (NJ)
Allen Murr (MT)
Linda J. Myrick (FL)
Gidon A. Nach (CA)
Dr. Nadine Nakazono (CO)
Michelina Napolitano (NY)
Narotsky Law Group LLP (NY)
Steve Nasatir & Carolyn H. Rosenberg (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Nasser (TX)
Muriel H. Nathan (GA)
National Asthma Center Theater Group (NY)
National Machinery Exchange, Inc. (NJ)
Neiman Marcus (CO)
Neiman Marcus (FL)
Eugene Nelson Charitable Trust (CO)
Allan Neustadt Charitable Trust (TX)
NexGen Resources Corp. (CO)
Colombe M. Nicholas & Leonard Rosenberg (NY)
David E. Nora & Margaret Y. Kavookjian (CO)
North Mill Capital LLC (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel H. Norwitz (FL)
Shelby Notkin (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Leon Novak (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. James P. Nussbaum (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence C. Nussdorf (DC)
Alan & Judy Nussenblatt (CA)
Mary Anne Nyburg Baker (CA)
OfficeScapes (CO)
Nathan M. Ohrbach Foundation (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick J. O’Keefe (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald J. Olenick (NY)
Olmstead Properties Inc. (NY)
Jerry Olson (CO)
OneWorld Apparel, LLC (CA)
Jesse H. & Susan Oppenheimer Foundation (TX)
Lenore J. Orange (NY)
Ian O’Rourke (NJ)
Gregory Osborn (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Marc Ostrofsky (CO)
Pachulski, Stang, Ziehl, & Jones (CA)
Terry Pakula (MD)
Paley Rothman (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Paller (GA)
Palm Restaurant (CO)
Paula Park (NY)
C. Parker (NJ)
Herbert E. Parker Charitable Trust (NC)
Erin Parker (CO)
James M.* & Linda H. Parker (NM)
Partnersfinancial Charitable Foundation (TX)
Pathlight Capital LP (MA)
Mr. & Mrs. Franklin Paulson (MD)
Payday, Inc. (NM)
*Deceased

Silvers & Bonenfant (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jay A. Siegel (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Shraiberg (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Shigeno (CO)
John H. Shields II (FL)
Loretta Shepherd (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Sheldon (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. William Shefrin (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark J. Shavlik (MN)
Mr. & Mrs. Norton Sharpe (CA)
Sharpe & Associates, Inc. (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward E. Thorp (UT)
The Tiger Group (CA)
Amelia Tigner (PA)
Bess Spiva Timmons Foundation (MO)
John Torrence (NV)
Daniel F. Tortoriello (NJ)
Caryl C. and Byron W. Trachte (PA)
Tri-Star Construction Corp. (NY)
Craig Troyer (CO)
Truamerica Multifamily LLC (CA)
Jennifer & Derek Trulson (NY)
Barbara A. Trummer (WI)
Sandra L. Tucker (PA)
Sheryl I. Tucker (IL)
Stanley Martin Companies LLC (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald E. Tuttle (IL)
Uchi (CO)
Candy Uhlein (CO)
Alan Ulam (NY)
Peggy Umphress (CA)
Upland Softwear (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Urman (WA)
US Bank (MN)
James Valin (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Van Vliet (CA)
Irama and Walter Vasen Foundation (CO)
VMMA Construction, LLC (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Jason Walko (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Wallen (NY)
John P. Wanderer (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Ward (MI)
Dr. Reginald Washington (CO)
Watson, Inc. (CA)
Dennis Weibling (AZ)
Dr. Jesse Weigel (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey W. Weil (MA)
Joan N. Weil (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Weiner (FL)
Solomon Weingarten (CA)
Richard Weintraub (CA)
Colin B. Weir Jr. (MA)
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Weiser (CO)
Andrew M. Weiss (CO)
Mr. Matthew Turner (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald A. Silversmith (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Neel J. B. Simon (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Barbara Simons (CA) & Lou Bluestein (CO)
Dr. Morton Lewis Singer, Judith Singer & Ivring Lapidus Foundation (FL)
Sanford Sirulnick (NY)
Bettyann Slatten (MO)
SLCE Architects (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph R. Slaves (CO)
Beth Smart & Patrick Brown (CO)
Fred Smith Plumbing & Heating Co., Inc. (NY)
Jamie Smith (CO)
Patrick Smith (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Art Soares (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. George H. Solich (CO)
Sybil & Arthur Sonnenblick (FL)
Suzanne Sousan (TN)
Southern California Auxiliary of National Jewish Health (CA)
Jared Specthrie (CT)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald H. Spencer (CA)
Hal E. Sperber (UT)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Sperber (CO)
Samantha Spitz (IL)
Jeffrey Springer (CO)
Florence & Laurence Spungen Family Foundation (CA)
Stanley Martin Companies LLC (VA)
Ruth Stanley (CO)
Stark, Amron & Liner, LLP (NY)
Zerla M. Stayman (OH)
Harvey Steinberg (CO)
Rita C. Steinhauser (CO)
Sterling Foundation (NY)
Sidney Stern Memorial Trust (CA)
Sheila Stern (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Max Stich (CO)
Brandon R. Stokley (CO)
William Stolz (CO)
Nancy G. Stone (CA)
JoAnn Storm (CO)
Thomas L. Strickland (CO)
Daniel Sturman (CO)
Barbara & Donald Sullivan (WY)
James M. Sullivan (CO)
Suzanne Sullivan (NY)
Donald & Elaine D.* Sumrail (AZ)
Sunsets, Inc. (CA)
Sunshine Channel (FL)
Michael Swinyard & Lana Lee (CO)
Melanie & Bill Switzer (CA)
Systems 2000 Plumbing Services, Inc. (NY)
Lisa Tadiri & J.M. Wands (CO)
Dr. Mark L. Taff (MD)
Jeffrey Tamkin (CA)
Charles and Lenke N. Tarr Fund (NV)
Tart Collections (CA)
Theodore W. Tashlik (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles M. Tatham (CA)
Tavros Holdings LLC (NY)
Dr. Jennifer L. Taylor-Cousar (CO)
TCW Trends Inc. (CA)
Dr. Shawn Teague (CO)
Tempted Apparel Corp. (CA)
Dominic Testa (CO)
TET Family Foundation (CO)
Rich Thomann (NJ)
Thomas & Betts (CO)
Anita & Michael R. Thomas (GA)
Mr. & Mrs. Jack L. Thompson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward E. Thorp (UT)
Mr. & Mrs. David Tatham (CA)
The Theodore W. Tashlik Foundation (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B. Werner (NV)
Wertheimer Family Foundation (MD)
Sidelle Wertheimer (MD)
Donna Wesnitzer (WY)
Sandra L. Weessman (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. David A. West (CO)
West New York Restoration of CT, Inc. (NY)
Westcore Properties (CA)
Westminster Management, LLC (NJ)
White Oak Commercial Finance, LLC (CA)
Roger White & Ann M. King-White (CO)
Dina A. & Elliot Wiesen (NJ)
Chad Williams (CO)
Diane R. Williams (NJ)
Kaye L. Williamson (CO)
Howard O. Wilson/Sidney Stern Memorial Fund (NY)
Dr. Shandra S. Wilson & George W. Sparks (CO)
Windels, Marx, Lane & Mittendorf, LLP (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel D. Winegrad (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Arnold Winick (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence J. Winnerman (CO)
The Honorable & Mrs. Timothy E. Wirth (DC)
Mr. & Mrs. Jack A. Witkin (CO)
Deborah Wittman & Rik Heid (CO)
James Wohn (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward O. Wolcott (FL)
Lawrence P. Wolf, Esq. (NY)
Nurit & James B. Wolf (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. William J. Wolfe (DC)
Art by Robin Wolfenden (FL)
Isadore & Patricia Wollowick Family Foundation, Inc. (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Woodley (CO)
Dan Woodward (CO)
Frank D. Woodward (CA)
Word & Worship (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin K. Yearout/Yearout Mechanical (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Gerald A. Yellin (NY)
YMI Jeanswear (CA)
The Honorable & Mrs. Daniel W. Yohannes (CO)
Yorktown Floors Inc. (NY)
Pat & Chuck Young (GA)
Samuel Zaitz (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Irwin A. Zamore (FL)
James G. Zanios (NM)
Dr. & Mrs. Gerald V. Zarlingo (CO)
Crystal Zarparas (CA)
Dr. Pamela Zeitlin & Dr. Myron Yaster (CO)
Zelnik + Company, LLC (NY)
Carole L. Zidan (CO)
David Ziegler (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Randolph W. Zieske (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Zinbarg (NJ)
Zinn Petroleum Company (TX)
Arthur Zuch (NY)
Zucker Ventures LLC (CO)
Zyloware Eyewear (NY)

$500 – $999
Anonymous (CA)
Anonymous (CO)
Anonymous (FL)
Anonymous (HI)
Gay Abarbanell (CA)
Abilene, Inc. (NY)
The Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group LLC (NY)
Allstate (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard M. Altman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. John G. Anderson (MO)
Sue Anderson (IN)
Timothy C. Anderson (MA)
Michael Andrusis (CA)
Apparel Advisors (CA)
Apple Group, LLC (NV)
Nicole Armijo (CA)
Arthur J. Armstrong (ID)
Mr. & Mrs. Guy Armstrong (TX)
Ascent Private Capital Management (CO)
Adam Asherson (CA)
Lois R. Atkin (CA)
Teresa H. Austin (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark J. Ayotte (MN)
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert L. Bacon (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Jean-Loup Baer (WA)
Dr. & Mrs. Donovan Bakalyar (MI)
Thomas Baker (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Doug H. Barnes (TX)
Scott Baron Associates, P.C. (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. John W. Barrett (SC)
Mr. & Mrs. Dan A. Bartell (CO)
The Alvin H. Baum Family Fund (IL)
Belz Foundation (TN)
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Bender (NY)
Jill and Jay Bernstein Family Foundation (NY)
Stephen A. Best (MD)
Eugene L. Bialek & Arlene A. Brown (DC)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard D. Blaser (NY)
Stewart A. Bliss (CO)
Marioni C. Bloch (MA)
Bluegreen Vacations (FL)
Adele Boison (ID)
Sherry Bollenbacher (NV)
Roger Bonney (TX)
Judith Borinstein (FL)
Mark Borman (CA)
Dr. Rita J. Bornstein (FL)
Carol Borowy (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald J. Bouchard (VA)
Bradley Family Fund (OH)
Margaret M. Branson (OR)
David A. Bray (KY)
Dr. Jay L. Brown (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. MacKay S. Brown (NE)
Dr. George G. Browning (NY)
Ingrid Y. Bucher (NM)
Dr. Irwin Buchwald (MA)
Raymond K. Buckley Jr. (VA)
Col. & Mrs. Donald C. Bunce (CO)

William S. Burak (MD)
Burns & McDonnell (CO)
Joseph Busch Jr. (CO)
Dr. Edward & Mildred Cafritz Family Foundation Inc. (MD)
California Fashion Association (CA)
Sandra Candiotto/MAX Candiotto Foundation, Inc. (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Martin Cane (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Cannataro (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark Carno (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Abraham S. Carnow (CA)
Dr. Susan H. Carron (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. Howard M. Casper (PA)
Ronald Cerveny (MI)
Elizabeth Chaden Family Foundation (NY)
Laurie Chandler (NH)
David Chasin (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Eric Chatman (WA)
Robert L. Cheney (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Chiprin (CA)
Martin S. Chodorow (NY)
Circle C, LP (KS)
Michael Clarkson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles J. Clifford (MA)
CMGRP, Inc. (MN)
Cogenix (WA)
Bernard* & Paula L. Cohen (CA)
Daniel M. Cohen (CO)
Steven Cohen (CA)
Paul D. Cohn (WA)
Mr. & Mrs. Marshall B. Cole (CA)
Scott Collins (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Alan E. Colussay (CO)
Thomas E.* & Noel R. Congdon (CO)
Clem J. Connolly (CO)
Consolidated Investment Group, LLC (CO)
Jesse D. Conti (CO)
Marsha Cooper (AZ)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Cooper (VA)
Mary E. Cox (CO)
Creditors Adjustment Bureau (CA)
Crohn's & Colitis Foundation (NY)
James Crowell (CO)
Margaret A. Crow (CO)
Crystal Comfort, Inc. (NY)
Janie Cutler (FL)
D.A.S. Integrators, LLC (CO)
Dajiro Services Inc. (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Charles L. Daley (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Andre Danesh (MA)
Scott Daniels (NY)
Barbara Davidman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Davidoff (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas A. Davidson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Davidson (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Davis (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael B. Davis (TX)
Terrence W. Dawson (UT)
Grace de Guzman (CA)

*Deceased
Austin Dean (CO)
Michael Del Casino (CA)
Helen Deller (Ecuador)
Denver Papa John’s CO-OP (TX)
Denver Private Wealth (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Craig Dethmers (CO)
Suzanne Deutch (FL)
Nancy Dickenson (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry N. Dickstein (MD)
Sherry Dieringer (PA)
Matthew M. Dillon (KS)
Eileen & Irwin Dinn (OH)
Doggie Dude Ranch & The O’Cat Corral (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Theodore R. Dorf (MD)
Marcel Dorsey (CO)
Dr. Gregory P. Downey & Dr. Lisa Cicutto (CO)
Jandy S. Dugan (CO)
Stuart A. Dunn (CA)
Douglas Edwards (CO)
H. Bill Ehrlich (CA)
Jane K. Eilertsen (VA)
Mitzi & Warren Eisenberg Family Foundation, Inc. (NJ)
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Elfenbein (CO)
Thomas English (CT)
Environmental Maintenance Contractors, Inc. (NY)
Epurecan Catering (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Gary C. Epstein (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn J. Eschrich (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Charles T. Esmon (OK)
Mr. & Mrs. David A. Ettinger (CO)
Timothy Evans & Mary Dorsey-Evans (CA)
Eventeer LLC (CO)
Anne Evins (IL)
Rosanne Facciolo (VA)
Reza Farmeh (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Fay Jr. (AL)
Fidelity Investments (NM)
Finished Basement Company (CO)
Susan O. Fink (FL)
Kathryn Finley (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Murray D. Fischer (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur Fleischer (NY)
Earl Grippin Trucking, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Fay Jr. (AL)
Fidelity Investments (NM)
Finished Basement Company (CO)
Susan O. Fink (FL)
Kathryn Finley (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Murray D. Fischer (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur Fleischer (NY)
Marilyn Fleischer (CO)
Stacey Fleishman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence F. Flick II (PA)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Forbes (NY)
Barry J. Forman (CA)
Martin Forman (FL)
John & Florence Fortune Foundation (CO)
Molly Fortune (CO)
Alyssa Fotenos (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. George Frankl (CA)
Gordon Freshman (CA)
The Eric and Margaret Friedberg Foundation (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Samuel J. Friedman (LA)
Perry H. Friedrich & Patricia F. Mayer (CA)
Estelle Funk Foundation (CA)
Carl Fynant (OR)
Joan Gallagher (PA)
Dr. David A. Gallo (FL)
Lois Gamble (TX)
Robert W. Garthwait Sr. (CT)
Garrett Gee (CO)
Gerlach Insurance and Financial (CA)
Jan Gershman (IN)
Janice Geuting (CO)
Gilbert Heritage Foundation (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Gilliland (CO)
Norman Gilsdorf (CO)
Daniel Gioia (NJ)
Give With Liberty - Liberty Mutual Foundation Match (NJ)
Glasier Weil Fink Jacobs Howard Avchen & Shapiro LLP (CA)
Harold S. Goldberg & Rose Grossman-Goldberg (FL)
Joseph H. Goldberg Family Foundation (IL)
Yale L. Goldberg (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark R. Golde (MO)
Mr. & Mrs. Elliot H. Goldman (IL)
Mark A. Goldstein (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry H. Golsen (OK)
Mr. & Mrs. William A. Gonzalez (NJ)
Constance M. Grassi (NY)
Dr. David J. Graubard (CA)
Myra L. Graubard (CT)
Alan I. Green (MA)
Dorothy K. Green (TX)
Greenberg & Bass LLP (CA)
Linda J. Greenhouse (CT)
Earl Grippin Trucking, Inc. (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Groll (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Howard M. Gross (IL)
Mark Gross (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry R. Gudenberg (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Guggenheim (CA)
Dr. Elizabeth A. Guillaumin (CA)
H2O to go, LLC (SD)
Eirh-Yu Hsie (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Zachary I. Hodes (IN)
Charles Holt (TX)
Horowitz Agency (CA)
Heidi R. Houston (CO)
Martha S. Hoyt (NM)
Eirh-Yu Hsie (CO)
David K. Hsieh (NY)
Johnny Hsu (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Richard L. Hughes (MO)
Elizabeth Humphrey (WA)
Rosalyn A. Hurley (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Hussey (CO)
Frieda H. Hutchison (FL)
Hutchison Incorporated (CO)
Hyatt Regency Denver at Colorado Convention Center (CO)
Kelsi A. Imo (CO)
International Blind Contractors, LTD (NY)
Charles B. Israel Foundation (CO)
Rick Jacobs (CO)
Diane S. Jameson (CO)
JDV Fund for Social Justice, a Donor Advised Fund of Renaissance Charitable Foundation (IN)
Geraldine Jenkins (CO)
Twila Jenkins (CO)
Doyle K. Jetton (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Johns (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey Johnson (CO)
Marshall & Dolores Johnson (CA)
Douglas Jones (CO)
Herbert & Mary Jim* Josephs (MI)
Marsha Joy (CA)
Ernest Kahn (FL)
Beverly Kalicka (CA)
Norris Kantor (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Kaplan (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Karaczynski (CA)
Karma (CO)
Carol P. Karsh (CO)
Asher Katz (NM)
Dr. Leonard Katz (CA)
Kearny Real Estate Company (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin T. Keating (IL)
Sean Keefe (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Robert D. Keehn (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Keleher (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. H.W. Hallman (CO)
Dr. Leonard Katz (CA)
Kearny Real Estate Company (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin T. Keating (IL)
Sean Keefe (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Robert D. Keehn (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas F. Keleher (NM)
Stephen H. Keltner (CO)
Dr. Jeffrey A. Kern & Dr. Elizabeth F.O. Kern (CO)
Thomas T. Kershishnik (CO)
Ann Kindberg (CA)
Charles & Lucille King Family Foundation (NY)

*Deceased
Mr. & Mrs. Noel J. Schachner (CA)
Schenerlein & Sligar, Inc. (OH)
Marilyn Schneider (CA)
Jonah Schnel (CA)
Charles H. Schottenstein (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Schreiber Jr. (FL)
Deborah Schwartz (CO)
Martin Schwartz (CO)
Roslyn Schwartzberg (NJ)
Schwarz Foundation (NJ)
Brian Schwinn (CT)
Alexandra Scoggin (CA)
Michael Scott (AZ)
SeaWorld Parks & Resorts Orlando (FL)
Pamela Seigel (NC)
Dr. Robert S. & Sheila C. Seigel (NM)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark E. Seitelman (NY)
Gil B. Selinger (CO)
Lewis Selis (MD)
Kory Selken (CO)
The Selsam Company LLC (NY)
Harvey K. Sender (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony S. Shen (MO)
Janet A. Sherman (PA)
Robert Shinagle (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Jason A. Shofnos (CO)
Vernon Stallman (KS)
Linda S. Stanley (CO)
Michael Stars Foundation (CA)
Dr. & Mrs. Edward S. Stein (MO)
Susan Steinberg (FL)
Sandy L. Stern (NY)
S. H. Sternberg (NY)
Adam Stobsky (NY)
Mr. & Mrs. Hayes C. Stover (PA)
Jennifer Stricker (CO)
Jill Stricof (NY)
Sunny Stutsmans Kittle (CO)
Sunstate Equipment Co. (AZ)
SunTrust Bank (FL)
Jack L. Sutherland (KS)
Claire E. Tannenbaum (NJ)
Krystina M. Tash (VA)
Mr. & Mrs. Philip J. Tatar (FL)
Mr. & Mrs. Harry Taubman (OH)
Taussig Family Foundation (CO)
Joe R. Taylor (WV)
Robert Taylor & Kellie M. Lauth (CO)
Bernard Tecotzky (CA)
Mr. & Mrs. Mick Testa (CO)
Thomas & Associates Law Firm, LLC (CO)
Ray Thomasson & Merrill Shields (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Curtis Thornton (WA)
Thousanth Man-Richard Burns Charitable
Trust of Squire Patton Boggs (UK) LLP
Timbers Resorts (CO)
Willard K. Tom & Natalie Lichtenstein (DC)
Total Wine & More (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Leon B. Toubin (TX)
Tradesmen International (CO)
Tri-Cities Jewish Federated Charities (AL)
Bess L. Turner (CO)
UFC (NV)
Mr. & Mrs. Ray Uhrig (CO)
United Rental (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Al Unser Sr. (NM)
Barbara D. Van Cleve (NC)
Tamitha Van Sickle (CO)
Kim Vesey (OH)
Dr. Jeffrey A. Wald (KS)
Steve Wallace (CA)
Walt Disney World Resort (FL)
Philip R. Wanderer (NV)
Phyllis R. Ward (CO)
Freeda Warren (TX)
John Wasserman (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher J. Waters (CO)
Travis Webb (CO)
Andrea Webber (CO)
Betsy Weber (CO)
Lydia Wegman (NC)
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Weintraub (OH)
Mr. & Mrs. Barry D. Weiss (NJ)
Dr. & Mrs. Jerrold M. Weiss (MI)
Mr. & Mrs. Donald B. Welker (MI)
Katherine V. Wells (CO)
Sara Mae Werner (FL)
Western States Jewish History (CA)
Westside Investment Partners, Inc. (CO)
Ila Wiese (CO)
Kay Williams (NM)
Laurence* & Deborah Wilneff (IL)
Christopher K. Wilson (CO)
Garrett R. Wilson (CO)
The Wiltshire Group (CO)
Dr. & Mrs. Mark B. Winnick (MD)
Mr. & Mrs. Mark R. Wittenstein (CO)
Ann S. Wolff (IL)
Mr. & Mrs. Olin Woods (CA)
Deborah Woodward (CO)
Matthew J. Worthington (CO)
J. A. Wunderlich III (PA)
Martin L. Wyckoff (CA)
Lauren Xavier (CO)
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Yougentob (MD)
YourCause, LLC Trustee for Pfizer (TX)
Mr. & Mrs. David Zanders (CA)
Maxine Zinder (NY)
Owen Zingraff (NC)
Michael Zweig (IN)
Lisa Zwick (FL)
Zwicker Electric Co., Inc. (NY)
Marc J. Zwillinger & Kirsten J. Chadwick (MD)

*Deceased
National Jewish Health is the leading respiratory hospital in the nation. Founded 120 years ago as a nonprofit hospital, National Jewish Health today is the only facility in the world dedicated exclusively to groundbreaking medical research and treatment of patients with respiratory, cardiac, immune and related disorders. Patients and families come to National Jewish Health from around the world to receive cutting-edge, comprehensive, coordinated care.
#1 in Respiratory Care

National Jewish Health has been named the #1 hospital in the nation for pulmonary care by *U.S. News & World Report* in its 2019 – 2020 Best Hospital rankings. This is the 18th year National Jewish Health has been in the #1 spot on that list.
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